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FARMERS
10IN ASSOCIATION

I

; Barbecue at Massac
Yesterday.
V.
Stem., of Lyon County,
Titttttt
Glover, te Springfield, Teun., Speakers.

•4.

.#

le:SIVE CAMPAIGN %%AGED.

•

. II 1

5

one hundred farmers j.):•1.-a
k tobacco growers' aesote_
McCracken twenty yesterdry
tac, the result of a big barbe1 public speaking by two wee
speakers from Kentucky and
.ee. Captain W. J. Stone, cf
a. and Mr. Thomas Glover, 1
eld, Tenn., were the speakers,
de forceful talks.
re were fully 100 farmers at
taking, and many
outside-s
ne to attend the barbecue and
curiosity," stated CaptiO,
the depot this morning. ".1fspeaking we enlisted membetd when the meeting broke up
left, there was not a tobaste
who attended al h0 did
mot
aseociation."
Digs have been arranged for
I county, and will begin th's
Speakings all over the dark
here organization is not solid.
features of the association
Ail organization next nionth
ingement of a schedule of

PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 13, 1907
LIPTON'S CHALLENGE.
Dublin, Sept. 13.—A secret
meeting of the Royal Irish
Yacht club has been called for
this afternoon for the purpose
of settling details of Sir Thomas
Lipton's challenge for the American cup. If matters are art-tinged the challenge eill
be
cabled to America immediately.
11XS1TA NIA.
New York, Sept.
',luting her maiden trip, and
lowering world's record for run
from Queenstown the (Inserter
Lusitania,
largest steamship
afloat. reached quarantine at
It tide
g. The ocean
gialltess
passed
Nantucket
shortly lifter midnight. Speeding at a 23 knot clip she was
sighted oft Fire Island at 0:33.
Her decks were crowded with
ejleto patteengere. She crossed
the bur at Woe nett at 0:15
passed .
ly Hoek.

EMPLOYEES SUE
BUILDING OWNERS

"HOLD ON! WE'LL COME DOWN!"

J. K. Lunn anti Thaddeus Gordon Bring suit For Damages.
%% vie

.1N11)

MURRELL

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

SUIT SENT BACK
TO FEDERAL COURT
Case of II. H. Ross' Administra•
tor Against I. C.

•
When Espies, (nice
Ctillapstid Front Falling

WHITE

e

"F‘i

l't.eirs of Hard Fighting in lisive
Wessels Circuit l'ourt Results in
Partial Victory for Defense.

Si Fp.
%et.

DleafiessED,

Mote suits, resetting from
tie.
Much has lettet aecompeelied dur%reeking of the American Express
ing the present term of Livingston
company building on Labor Day,
circuit court, both criminal and cive
were filed in circuit court. J. K.
dockets. and the SPSS:011 wil: likely
Lunse a bill clerk, and Thaddeus
come to a close today or tomorrow.
Gordon, cashier, of the express cone
It convened September 2. Attorne
patty, are the defendants and Dr. D.
PREF l'ItISONIIRS.
C. C. Graasham, of the firm of G:
Murrell.
owner of the exprees comG.
Singesing, sem. 13.—Five life
ham lk Threlkeld. representing
pany building, and J. N. White, ownterm prisoners art- free today
Illinois Central road, returned
er
of
Scott-Henn
the
eberger building,
after having 'mem
re than
Smithland this morning after
are made defendasts.
teeety years twhind bars. They
ing been successful in severa
Lunn sues for $1,500 damages rot
were freed yesterday under is
cases.
personal injuries. He escaped with a
W lute elect% autlitirksee the
The Roes (Stec.
sprained knee, and cuts and bruises
heard of !wrote to parole men
After tuo years of hard fighting
all over the body.
sentenced for life for stesond des
the ease of H. R. Ross, administraGordon sues for personal injuries
grt• •
ler, after they have
tor of R. T. White. against the Chiand the loss of a bicycle wrecked In
Is•itit impriemed twenty year:.
cago, St. Louis and New Orleanh railthe collapse. He asks for $550.
—McCutcosco
(Jesse° Tribuno.
road company, the Illinois Central
The allegations of the petitioners
all'HOERED.
Railroad company and the Bates
are that the White building was unt'elumbee, (Mite Sept. 13.&
1 CULLEY'S TEAM MEETS
Rogers Construction company, has
safe after the fire, and that negli- NEW INVENTION
TWO FAST HORSES
-I've tilled a MUD!" eXelaillled
about come to a close. The action
gence was exercised in failing to teat
Edith Thornton Gat-son, a. ppe
WILL BE TRIED TODAY
MAYFIELD OCTOBER 3
FROM LOUISVILLE was brought by the firm of Hendrick
down dangerous walla which fell in
ru•loil to a policeman on the
Miller & Marble. this city, and was
and clushed the express building.
street early this tub -lung
a
for $25.000 damages for the death
express
The
company
building
is
alsmoking revolver in hi r hand.
of White, who was killed
leged to have been frail.
while
Paducah Inventor May Rev- 1 Sete muscles and fatigue mark the
The officer disarmed the woman
working In a big caisson in Tenneactions
Other
Suits.
of
many
young
Arrive
men
Padst
Today
in
to
Enter
Horse see
anti hurried to Sittit and Noble
river where the conhtruction comOliver & Oliver, local attorneys, tilolutionize Engine
cah this morning, the result of pratstreets %% here the body of A.
rrow
at the courthouse a
pany, was building a bridge for the
Show
and
ed suit in Benton yesterday for Philtee of the Culley football squad.
Fall
7ilasley lay on a bed with his
of precinct committeemen
Construction.
Illinois Central road. A 5.900 pound
ip Thompson, admiuistrator of Philwhet last night held ite first practice
hands resting on his breast. The
•Cracken county will he he:d
Races.
bucket of cement was :et down on
ip Darnell, against H. B. Darnell to
There are 20 or more husky lad,
e
an tired tee bullets into
einhy chairman elected. Each
White and the unfortunate worker
recover 150 acres of land. The propfrom which the team Is to be selectIii-, heart while he slept.
thairman is one of the execucrushed to death. The suit first was
erty was deeded to the defendant ten
ed, and not until the day before the
Wallace,
the
ella
Harry
Mt
-d which will meet later
to
years ago with the. proviso that he known electrician, has petented an Initial game will the tettven to repre1, to
fur entrance in Pa- transferred to federal court where a
(•Ii-rr.‘i. +km) !Alton.
a schedule of prices.
should care for his mother and fath- internal combustion engine which sent the popular clothing establish- dueah's horse show and fall races verdict for the defendant as _ to
1%•iitshingto
n,
Sept. 13.— SeeOnly Seven Left.
er. whfch he i alleged to have failed will be tried out for the first time ment he selkted.
hese begun to arrive, Col. William Bates & Rogers company and the Iltetary Sttauss, of IN' depart.
ran Gus Veal. of the dark
to do.
ItIghfield,
new,
the well known race horse linois Central was returned. This
built
on
today.novel
It
lines,
is
Games
Paducah
with
like'llt
llllll
High
tete
sclPeol
labor,
mei
Angrowers' local atation, had
has been prepared for Arch and experts who have seen it say -the team and Mayfield have been
Snit
man,
arriving
today with two fast plaintiff In the meantime had am ,
secured.
nette...1i today tie- punster of
n hogsheads of tobacco left
pealed and secured a reversal of the
Pool. of Louisv:Ile, against the Cum- principle is a revo:utIon in engine The initee game will be pla;ed
goers frotreLeuisville.
1..1,111)11.11illg a
with
1.'111)144).
national
the season closed here and
decision. Back to Livingston circuit
berland
Telephone
company.
to
reconstructio
is
know
"I
it
a
n
success
and
the
of
High school team, Friday. Sepit
Jr
six other fast horses'
trent agency meth T. IL PewterWI them at private sale. It
court it went, and this week a trial
quire it to take poles off property to will prove a big One.
teaser 27 at Wallace park, and Sat- which will be brought here from
!) hvall Of department et furorpan sweep made by the local
was gore Into. After bearing plainowns
In
Marshall
alleges
county.
He
Wallace
Mr.
on
been
at
Louisville,
urday,
work
has
October
"
/nee et !tweets. in chime.. It is
he declared. "and indi5. the Culleys will
et ion. and indications points
tiff's
jestenondy, the case as to the
that
permiesion
he
gave
le
to
use
It now for over a year, and mile to- meet the Mayfield team. Ma)field Is cations point towards a pretty good
te Ise a bureau where capital
of many more hogsheads
two railroads, was dismiesed on perlathes
of
dividing
ground
public
the
assembled
going
parts
day
last
into
Mr.
F.
the
the
game
representat
strong this
and labor onus
ion of Louisville horses
join bawls (4)
ion.
emptory instructions, and the matter
road and his farm, but that the com- E. Lark is interested with hilts In year, having already ordered
nue at your meet."
their mutual IN•111•lit.
as to the Bates & Rogers company
pany took a different route, went the patent and if it is a success it Is stilts and outfit:, and secured an
Messrs. Fendol Burnett and George
re. PRICE DROPS;
transferred back to the federal court
through his farm, cutting down trees the intention to erect a plant and perienced salaried college man
to Goodman are elated over prospects
KPH(iNE EXTENSION ON.
tn'E.1,N
where the construction company al.
and doing other damage. He asks for manufacture the engines het*.
coach and train the team.
and are busily engaged in answering
New York. erept. 13.—While
;Ion and improvement work
ready
has a judgment in Its favor.
$290 damages.
The engine is about cue-fourth GIs
Practice of the Culley team we correspondence from many states relthe steamer Lusitania broke all
been held up by the two
"The point to consider Is this:"
weight
ordinary
engines
the
of
and
continue regularly each week, and ative to the extensively advertised
Of.1.0111 reetasis from - Queenstown
-phone companies, due to the
explained Aetorney Graesharn. "Will
Is intended for use In automobiles.
the ninnagemeent is trying for games races and horse show.
the Hamburg - American liner
nary h:gh price of copper.
VISITOR SEES GREAT
a new trial have to be gone Into or
interurban
cars.
steamboats
and
all
with Cairo, Metropolis and other cit"Here are a few towns to be rep"till
holtls the
*lily be resumed again and
will
Evans announce that the
1r:tn.-Atlantic
IMPROVEMENT IN CITY other uses for which gasoline engines ies. The'Culleys will try to smite resented In our horse show and fall first Judge
recited
from
offices are awiting advices
juigment returned shall stick."
are
used.
games
titerbourg. Ti,.six
with out of town teams for races, most of them, of course, sendlieutchlandre
td. Copper has slumped conThe case of Mrs, Rutty Humphries,
The engine was assembled at the the season, which with games with ing race
average was 2.3.1:i knots hourhorees for the race meet,"
es the last few weeks and it
administratrix of C. M. Humphries,
Singletree
company
Lack
plant
and
the
school,
High
will furnish pler'y stated Mr. Burnett: "Clarksville,
ly. The letsatenin 22.72 knots
w from 2/1 cents to le. whit%
against the Illinois Central road, was
"You Paducah folks ntay not no- the test will be made there.
of football for local enthuitlasts. The Nashville, Memphis, Tenn.;
hourly.
an item. Work all over the
Prince- disimisbed on peremptory Instructions.
tice it as much as an occasiOnal visteam
school
High
will begin practice ton, Louisville, Lexington, Ky.:.
was being held up on PC,
.
She sued for $2.000 for the death of
itor like I do, but I want to say your
next week.
Iltrank Carherlic Acid.
Pinckneecille: Marion, Cairo, Gol- her husband
the high price, and the excity is showing much Improvement in AUTO RACES ON STREET
who was killed by a
conda,. Ill.; Mexico, Mo., and other falling
sf rural telephone lines, no
Cleveland, Sept. 13.--On the door- every way, over a year aga," said
timber from Tennessee river
Ill soon resume
Missouri towns. We are getting ap- Illinois Central
ARE ALMOST ASSURED LAY IN COAL NOW
step of the home of his wife who had Mr. E. .J. Dovey. a representative of
bridge, then under—
plications from several Arkansas course of eonstructio
refused to reeogniso hint, Charles the home office in Boston, of
n.
Stone &
. It:dente, Impreving.
Squire. a prominent business man Webster, who has been
ADVICE OF DEALERS cities, and from Murray, Mayfield In the case of WIlllam Edwarchl
in the'city
and other nearby towns, we will get
,
, se.pt 13.—(Special) drank carbolic acid today. He died this week inspecting the company's
against the Illinois Central, a verdict
Mr. Richard Rudy and Mr. Dan
much stock for the horse show."
Inditlon of County Attornes In it few minutes. Mrs. Squire had plants. "The city looks a great deal Fitzpatrick, who will have charge of
for $1.000 was returned. Ile stied ,fer
C. H. Ilarris.'who Is in Illinois le- Ve nom
wards is very much improv- filed a petition for divorce.
(leaner than it did the last time I the automobile races during the horse
for injuries enstained in being
ewe have not a single este of coal
curing stock for the combined events. caught in
sod physician& and friends
a gravel slide at Grand 'Desac here, and from the general ap- show, Interviewed tho mayor and we could sell. amr thiNte know when
reports that he is meeting with great ers, and
ful of a complete recovery
Patrolnue. linerovingt
one arm paralyzed. The depearances business appearl to be bet- members of the council yesterday and we shall have." said a prominent coal
SUCCOSS, Ile Is authorized to pay the fendant
een improving for 21 hours
The condition of Patrolman Will ter. I have great confidence in the today with a view of ascertaining
will appeal.
•
operator. today. "The Illinois ()enfreight on all good stock to Paducah.
Iardin Ford is not so wee Orr is reported much Improved. Hie future of Paducah and expect to
Devers Gets Two Years.
site what sort of reeeption their petition trel railroad is taking all of the coal
e has been sick for over a physicians say that he will not
Today's Hares.
George Devers, who cut and killed
be It justified."
for the use of Third street for an we are mining, no doubt In anticipaThis afternoon Matinee club races Henry
able to -sit up for ten days.
Duncan at STFgar Cfeek
The street car rerrnpany is,just now hour each day of the meet for auto tion of higher prices and scarcity of
,are being pulled off 'at the fair church in Livingston county,
got two
installing the three phase power sys- races, found the mayor and a major- coal later le the _seaaon. We expect
grounds. Tile races were well ad- years in the penitentiary, and
his
tem in a great many Paducah plants ity of the council inclined to grant a car shortage again this year, and
vertised gmt some of the events are attorneys will not appeal. He
wan
amid sees a great (u-lure for the elec- the privilege. The nii-ft ler. however shall probably ;lain experience a
drawing heavily. Deals hand is out among a large crowd of young men
tric power business in the city. The will have to come before elle board coal shortage, so it isehooves every
playing intermissions, and refresh- when sonic began teasing Duncan.
present system is the WO volt direct officially, for at iota. The proposi- one to lay in their seal as soon as
ments are served for the convenienre Duncan Invited. Devers out to fight
current, but the three phase , alter- tion has appealed to the auto own- they can."
of
thirsty sportsmen.
him, thinking be was one of the parnating system ih rapidly supplanting rite and tbe indications are that some
ty. Devers went but no fight resu tVinegar
it.
Gregory
L.
company.
0.
very rare smart %ill be offered. The
,
Totutisie Salyers 1:1 years old, son
ed. Finally some one came along and
Arm Broken by Fall.
the e'ooke Lumber company and Sher- races would be preceded by an auto
IS the matter with Mayor D. What he wiii turn to next
of William Salyers. of 1,ittleville, near
them on. Duncan arivenceed
remains to rill-Russell are now installing the procession
Mrs
.1.
D.
sitaer. of the Florence urged
in which all the autos in
7" is a question as interest- be seen, and his whims
the Illinois Central
depot, while
with clenched #57 and Devers
are interest- system.
Station neighborhood, met with a
Invi:ed
to
city
the
take
be
will
part.
us "what's the matter with lag officiate at the city hall
playing with companions yesterday
a great
painful accident last evening about a knife and began to rot:literally.
was nationally, and "Who deal.
afternoon fell and fractured his right
REPORT THAT FRICK WILL
CARPENTEllS ItF:WARD
9 oclock, while visiting her children cutting some portions of Ditncan'S
ily Patterson" ass interHe has not„, yet learned to play
arm at the elbow. The injury was
body to shreds.
ORGANIZER FOR WORK.
MANAGE STANDARD OH..
In the city, 4211 North
Thirteenth
golf, neither does he take to autodressed by Dr. .1. W. Pendley.
.
Attorneys for the plaintiff In the
New York, Sept. 13.—Wall street
etreet. In. stepping from the porch
The Carpenters [Ilion has purMayor Yehrer is rejuven- mohiling, but both these
case of Mrs. .1. E. Chines against .1.
hobbies will reports that Henry C. Frisk, thersteel chased a watch from .1. A. Konetsky
in the darkness her footing was Insebe taken up in time.
E. Chipps, were allowed an attorNS F vr Ell.
magnate, will soon assume active to present to J. W. Adams. one of the
cure' and atm fell heavily, breaking
at indications of the rejuneys' fee of $125. They asked for
management - of the Standard
her left arm just above the wrist.
Oil national organizers, who assisted
SI Mayor Yeiser came soon 1)11. 11111'NER RESIGNS AS
$500. The plaintiff and defendent
company has been revived by ac- them in the prosecution of 'heir local
Dr. L. L. Bradley was called at once
conclusion
of litigation
were rrconelled and are living to.
31ARSHAL counts -of the serious illness of H. H. strike, as a -tokew-of - theireapereetiatad...WU -reported-that-she-48-reerting
zing the evolution of PaduliFfficir 1;gaid.
Rogers.
nicely today.
tion of his work. Mr. Adams will he
see
a third to at second class XVill Ile Succeeded by Henry I'.
Brutomorrow and the preIn
Cry
the
began
wearing "('holly
ner. ii Brother.
Curbing Stone Here.
sentation will 1,, made totnorrow
Pardon Refused Stensiend,
FRIDAY 13th, MESSAGE 13
ts, and next came fancy
The etone - for the curbing to be night.
Chicago.
Sept. 13. —The pat-don
pal stick pins and fancy
Louisville. Ky., Sept. 13.—Dr. Bee
used in the improvements
the
--NOT FOR COMMODORE
board today refused to pardon Paul
as added more flash to the V. Bruner, chlef deputs United States
street car company will make on
Metall Gong Today.
Steneland
'convicted
some
time
ago
erayor, and then came the marshal, has tendered his resignation
Jefferson street arrived today and
By night the big gong to warn vefor wrecking the Milwaukee Avenue
rolled up trotesere, slid -the to Marshal George W. Long, to take
work will start at once. The corn- hicle drivers end pedestrians% of the
National bank. Stensiand asked for
Today is a hoodoo clay
trdius oi his "Benton effect at the elotee of business SepIt is
pany intendis to pafk its right of way approach of fire companies at Fourth
pardon on the ground of broken day, the 13th, and the superstitio
tember 30, 1907. Or. _Bruner, who
us
tithes,
city
the
which
to
will be quite and Broadway: will be in working orhealth.
have been afraid to do anything for
me cigars, Isit they prove is the Republican nominee for secrean improvement for the thorough- der. Pipe neeessery to install the
fear of ill luck. A messenger for
for the mayor, and after tary of state, is now on his vacation.
fare.
song arrived last night. Chief Worse
Tweivs: Kankakee Hersee,
empte to cultivate the weed Marshal Long has accepted the resig1 the Poetiti Telegraph company had
--will test it immediately on installaMr. George C. Barrie, who went a message for Commodore Given Vow
disgust.., Last tuonth he nation: and has appointed Henry
Prieener in Serious Condition,
C.
tion.
to Kankakee this week to, interest ler numbered 13. but as
irkIsh cigarettes and now Bruiser, a behther, to succeed hint.
soon as be
William Skipper, I negro federal
some horsemen racing there in the sleet the number and
to bull tetrin.13--Tbie ifew %thief depute lives at Hardy,- prisoner at the county
thought
also
Itottles
were bloen
jail, charged
Thle mortese
Paduckb rar-ase wired the sussticiat ion of the stay and date he
'e1ser has.. two terriers ville, bet Ith!resently spent iseverst
concluded
. with bootlegaing, is In•endows con- at the Finlike glass pla.nt in hieohanie*
today- that he had secured • 12 very the combination was
blooded stock of th#;, pit weeka here. famlintrising himself dition, suffering
too rnlich and
from what is said to burg, but steady blowing Will leid bIeFair and slightly warmer timialit; fest Mini& for the local events: anti reftteed
the message until the lad
as is lobbing tor more- with the duties of the peletion.
be Consumption.
gin before tonight.
-i, A
ii Anturdny increasing cloudineeep.
had many more in prospect.
took it and changed the number. a
1

i

ti

usted With Cigars and Cigarettes
rayor Takes Up lerrier Hobby.

It

WARME

•

.41=111•111

THE LIGHTHOUSE SOPHOMORE CLASS
THEATRICAL NOTES
TENDER LILY FIRST TO ORGANIZE
Avdr.r.r.r.rdev•ri—r4
.1.•1••

•,•

1644ftnii-diruilanwitsegnan0argollan.011-4101•-as-clan.4*--41...•*41111...re-ons....'
_
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THE RIGHT KIND OF CLOTHING

,

•
Al G. Field's Minstrels.
Annually Al Field comes along the Will be President's Boat on Officers Were Elected at Meetfirst part of September to profit by
•
ing Yesterday.
Trip Down Mississippi.
the theatrical appetite whetted by a
thespic
abstinence
from
summer of
fare, ausi be always provides souiee
I
thing palatable. His entertainineut Elanorate Arrangeneetts Art: Being Splendid Results Hate Been Obtained
•
•
like the traditional circus, is "bigger
Front First Week's Session of
Made To Entertate the Preei.
enough
with
ever"
than
brighter
and
Public Schools.
dent and Hie Party.
of fresh color and humor and melody
•
to more than atone for what has been
previous seasons
saved over from
TODAY,
MEETING
SEPTEMBER
31 TEACHERS'
and served warmed over, says the MAY START
ataudience
Louisville Herald. A big
tended the opening of the season last
•
eight, aud from start to finish there
fhishington, Sept.
General
Preeldent—eliss Lucile Barth.
was applause and 10-tighter for song, Mackenzie, tilted' of cligineens,--111113
Secretary-treasurer — Miss Margibe and burlesque.
practically completed arrengerueuts garet l'arnagey.
Field's big stunt this yeitr is a for the trip down the river of Pretetake-off on Secretary of War Taft.and dent Roosevelt and site Inland Water•
Yesterday 'afternoon the gopho•
the ttali fight is about as uproarious ways commissioa :net num"- It ig more class Paducah High school, niet
drag-out
and
knoek-eewn
of
piece
a
probable that the president
trav- and effected permanent organization
fun as could ael' be devised. Field el on a special boat and the enalinis- the first class in the High school to
shines in his speech to the Filipinos siou will be accommodated 011- as. srrganize. Work has be-Wed down
•
'full of topical bits. Able lieutenants other craft. It has been decidsd to steadii) and attention i being turn/or the veteran black face comedian house the commission on the govern- ed to the features.
They'ie Shown in the Window
Other classes will
are provided itt thsc.QUialey of tee ment Stoat Missisaappl sad the light- organize next week,
and literary soeverlastingly_ agile legs. big Billy house tender Lily has 'bee i r ssigne I
cieties formed. .
Clark, with his cavernous mouth and for the exclusive tie, of the president
A committee appointed yesterday
L
unctuous humor, little Bun Granville, and his party.
was authorized to spend $7.541 colThere
others.
and
Fositeu
Marry Van
The Lily is end,- orders to await lected by subscription, for a "1'. II
is the usual arra) of tenors attkred the president at Keekuk, !owe, SepB." pennant, to be raised on the flagIn pink satin awl white wigs, and big tember 30, though probably Cae presstaff
at the Washington building. Thu
fellows who strike totes down the re- idential party will not arrive there
committee will this afternoon make a
•
delignt
the
to
diaph:am,
the
gion of
from Canton before October 1.
selection.
of those who like to revel in high
The president will be publicly enTeachers favor adopthig "Keith's
notes and low notes of musical val- tertained at St. Louissfairo. III., and
Elementary
Schools" as a subject for
XTRAGOOD
•
ues.
.
. It is said that elabMemphis, Tenn
•
special literary and school work this
. new songs is the
One of the Lesorate arrangements have been made year.
Rules
of
the
schools
require
s'ung
as
"Every Little Alt Added"
for his entertaintnent at these points.
by Billy Clari. Wsiter Sherwood is At St. Louis he will have a special monthly meeting of teachers for the
ranni.,4•
Yonin•41441111•44-0111an.4014rollawnW•0110.1111"milli0'411100.11.1111"Nana 0-4014.-‘11-1410•.-sa-maa,..g
purpose of studsing special branches
John
C.
the premier tenor bsradist,
guard from Jefferson barracks, and of
teaching, and in addition to the
Dickens does tee basso pretend°
at Cairo will be escorted by a registunts, and esaeseitie Boardman ment of the Illinois National Guard. regular subject, some special literary Teeriflic Tussle of Man and Beast. meetings of human champions be- , making tht in fast and abiding friends ..1[,t Itiir hounds, assembi..d at
Carnes attends to the duties of mid- At Memphis he still address the wa- subject will be selected as a side line.
fit which the biggest of tho bears Colkittlit as children's play in contrast Introducing them in conjunction per- tirtitt in the steel enclosure, conjointOrganization of the society for out- and the trainer engage in a fearfulwith this thrilling contest of man formances that are astonishing be- ly doing the bidding of a single feardleman and 'ea..- of ceremonies terways, convention.
lining a program and assignment of struggle for 'athletic
with his custouur tl.gulty and ecat.
supremacy. and beast. Another of Carl Hagen- yond the power of words to depict. .less man.
subjects will be held probably next Brute strength pitted against science beck & Great Wallare's Mantic triA score of African lionaaand lion-I The Carl Hagenbeck and Great
The "olio" bits ar: all ,ntertakiltig%
d has gotten
week.
enemiesc
eases,
royal Bengal tigers and tiger-!Wallace shows coinhinse4. will tfe seen
and altogether
together
Bringing
governed
b)
(meths.
and skill in a mutest
, star beers in Paducah.
it;
When new school buildings, now Graeco-Roman wrestling ml,pute,..- •
•
up a "show" whi(h se/..s it, end ofi
Th.- of Held, (0.
under course of construction, are cote
amusement perfectly. AI Field dee:.
pleted, it will necessitate a change of
squarely with hs publis, and th's
National League Standing.
boundary lines, and Supt. Carnagey
fact, together with the circumstanP W L Pct. will then relieve to a greett extent
ces that he is widely known and poe
nlar in Louisville, guarantees to him Chicago ........132 94 38 712 the congested condition of Washinga hearty welcome when he comes to Pittsburg .......129 76 53 588 ton school. Seventy pupils to the
430 76 54 585 room in the first grade are crowded
New York
town.
126 68 58 • 540 In this department, end to relieve the
The Interior of Mantuley's has been Philadeiphta
duieng the summer Brooklyn
131) t60 70 462 situation Supt. Carnagey today contransformed
131 55 76 420 fiscated Principal W. II. Stigg's office
months, and the cream colored wails Cincinnati ..
124 49 78 393 and placed the second grade in it
and new hangings make the play- Boston ..
1' 1 40 Si 305 The second grade room was put into
house very inviting. A new steel ceil- St. hone
ing is not the least of.the improvecommission for the oserflow from the
ments, and out :n 1:ont a Marquee--Yesterday's Reseals,
first grade.
that's what Al Bour:ier says it is—is
R H E
This afternoon a meeting of prinChicage
quite attractive.
3 6 0 cipals will be held for the purpose
Cincinnati .
1 S - 2 of reporting enrollment and averag.
Eaat Lytle Tonight.
Batteries- Overall
and
Kling; attendance for the first week, and tle
Helen Aubrey in "East Lyne." Weimer and Marcott.
result of work done.
tomes to the Kentucky tonight for
New Teacher Selected.
_
Rh
E
one performance. Press reports inB. F. Hooker, of Chattanooga
o
Brooklyn
1
dicate she has a very good company
Tenn., has accepted a call to the Pa3 4 0
and is giting a good rendition of this New York
ducah public schools, and is expected
Batteries—
Taylor
and
Bresnahan;
The Master ('raftinartship.':
old, popular play. Visitors to the
to .report Monday. A telegram of acKentucky will be pleased to note the Scanlon and Bergen.
ceptance was received yesterday by
fresh appearance of the house since
Supt. Carnagey, after he had written
First (same.
it has been given a house cleaning
and telegraphed to mans- teachers to
R
H
E
for the new season.
Boston
3 7 4 till the vacancy in the High school
Ph Ile del phia
" 5 2 The vacancy was caused by Charles
Freeman With Minneapolis.
6
Batteries— Lindeman and Need- IC Flack, of Seaton, Ill., resigning
Jim (Buck) Freeman, Paducalee
and going to Deering, Ill. Because
ham; Brown and Dooin.
graduate to the big lAigue, was callof the shortage of one teacher, a genMinneapolis
at
by
rescue
ed to the
Second Game.
eral switch of teachers had been
that city on the 11th when MilwauBoston .
3 8 0 made, and Monday will see each
box
in
the
Goodwin
with
Clyde
kee,
Philadelphia
2 8 0 teacher in his proper place.
bunched hits on Kilroy and knocked
Batteries— Young and Brown:
Brewers
box.
The
him out of the
Sparks and Jacklitech.
THEY'RE OFF AT ZION CITY.
could not connect with Jimmie's descore
by
a
livery. and lost the game
Familiar Turf Language May He
American League Standing.
of 6 to 2. ,A total of 13 hits were
Heard In Holy City.
PWL Pct.
scored off Kilroy and none off FreeChicago, Sept. 13.—Zion CRY is
Philadelphia .. ..128 78 50 60S
man. Goodwin allowed but six Ott.
Detroit ........p127 76 51 599 to have a race track.' The Holy City,
but they were timely and with exeelChicago .. .. ...131 78 63 695 founded on the shores of Lake •Michlent base running took the game.
Cleveland .......130 75 55 577 igen by John Alexander Dowle, will
1
—we begin the autumn season with pleasurable anticipaNew York
130 61 69 462 soon resound with the names of turf
The Evening Sun—Ine, a work.
solidly
proamisgivings.
country
is
The
and
no
tion
Boston
132 58 74 439 favorites, according to Information
e8 are high and the people happy. We
perous, w4r,
St. Louis
127
1 76 401 made public tod-ay.
Washington
.1. W. Stewart, who, despite the fate
-.121 _at 88 307
are guaranteed a continuance of prosperity and nowhere
that he has long been surrounded
on the horizon are there any indications of squalls.
Yesterday's Results.
with the influences of the Christian
1
1111
Acting upon the.ie conditions and beliefs, we have laid
RH B Catholic church, is an admirer --of
in the largest stock of merchandise in our career and it
New York
0 6 4 horse flesh, is the backer of the en
comes frern the best houses in the world. Naturally there ;‘'.1
Washington
2 5 2 ierprise which is intended to rot
• tiO
•
Batteries— Newton and Thomas: Saratoga of its fame',
has been improvement in methods and,consequent
E.
JohnSon and Kahr.
this
insti-*
quality,
so
that
every
branch
of
provernent in
Ground on the proposed track wiII
•4t 't1
last
year.
correspondingly
better
than
it
was
be broken in a few days. It is in the
tution is
Mr. L. P. Wilcox
First Game.
I, de
heait of the city and the use of it for
This is due to the unfailing American progress which
Presents
H
racing was obtained-from John ('.
never sleeps or halts and if you will trouble yourselyes to
Detroit
3 ,11. 1
Hately, receiver appointed by Judie
Cleveland
2 2 3
call and examine the new display, you will secure
4'
Batteries-- Donovan and Schmidt; Landis.
ample evidence of the truth of these.assertions.
There will be no opposition to tits
Leibhardt and Clark.
venture from their church or (lei,
authorities.
Second Game.

For Boys

IT would not be possible to put mo_re goodness,
more wear resistance into boys' clothes than our
tailors have done. They're made to stand the wear 4k
and tear of the school yard—and that's rough. At
the same time there is a richness of pattern and a refinement of design which will meet with the instant
approval of both mother and boys. Our children's
department is conceded to be the most modern and
satisfying in Paducah. It's rig4t on the first floor,
very easy of access at all timei; a convenient and
comfortable place to visit.
School Suits, $2.50 to $4.00
Dress Clothes, $4.50 to $10

ULM,
(Nrit.,
415 TO 41TBROADWAY.
F111,11RVIttaliE

N04301,5

BASEBALL NEWS

C LOT H ES

The Outlook
for Fall

An Optimistic .View of
s
the Clothing Trade

• 5,
•

THE KENTVPKY

FRIDAY, Sept. 13
HELEN AUBREY
And a Fully Selected
Cast in

EAST
LYNNE
The most popular play of the
The first opportunity
century.
radtieah people have ever had to
see a first-class company is this
grand old emotional (Mime.
Rode on sale There-day

0 M.

m.

•

............)O(' and 750
First
Balcony--- rik
and 3541
Gallery

Detroit .....
Cleveland
Tiatteriee—_Killian
Berger and Bends:

and

R H E
—Spend a half hour reading the
2 3 ii
410 1 ade.—end ehen decide whether it has
Schmidt; been a protitable'and pleasant task.

St. Louis
2 5 1
Chicago
3 ft 2
Batteries— Dineen and Stephens;
Walsh and Hart.
R H
Philadelphia
Boston
Hatterter-Hygert
Pruitt and Shaw.

end

0
1 4 (1
Sth reit,;

FOR SALE.
My residence. 2012 4•Wer.t Jeffer
eon street. rive rooms, hall, porches,
batIrrom and pantry. Newly painted.
Hest resident local Inn In city.
phone Home 'phone No. 1023, Also
Bakes,
J.
W41101-14441

— Fall Suits and overcoats are smarter—thcy
arc more graceful—bear more material and
more tailoring. They shcw the result of "striving to be best." The price range is

• THE

$10-MO to $45.00

Will Run An

ask to see
“The Roxboro
ctothe.g."

EXCURSION
CairoSundiy,Sept.22

•

On the Elegant

ANo BliDADWAY
ESTABLISHED 1868

STEAMER J. S.
Boat leaves Paducah at 9 a. tn.
l•eaves Cairo ID. ru. Arrives at
.41
PadtiCah
p. M. -

•
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AttractiVe Styles in Fall Headgear

MOM ~I
.11•1dame

1907

()UR showing of/Hats for this Fall surpasses, by far, all our previous efforts. By adhering strictly to the correct
modes
and the best qualities, we have built up the largest department ir Paducah. This has enabled us to secure agencies for
hats that are regarded pre-eminent for style, and the best to be had at the price. .We ask your attention now to the Fall
fashions in stiff and soft hats. We've a shape to become every man at just the price he wants to pay. Call and see them.
•

—
sutel Jo elltlea Sobethat would— bring
als,G1141 STEALts• WATCH
ita tax from 147. tient* to 18 cents,
eommendation from Sherlock Holmes.
eitost III
IteisIDENt
making an additional annual revenue
a-st, he ordered that niore lingerie
if $5,000.
—
placed on the line. Theo he hid
Mrs. John Ruby. of Fountain aveA proposition to prohibit the esthe hottee where he could watch
nue, while Missing from one room to
,tablishruent of orphan homes by
I'll
4Ie
The shades of tvenlug had begun FARMER SWALLOW
PRoHIHIT ORPHANS state great councils and a colicentrawither yesterday afternoon, rime PLAN
' , to fall when the face of the constable FULL THINhING WAs %%111sh1. -uddeniy upon a
HOMES • LOST IN CONVENTION, (ion into one national home, under
negro, club in band.
!showed signs of unwonted animation.
standing in one of her rooms. Slw
Horrid Man Suspected I ntit He gripped his ever ready revolver,
defeatedir°
asked the negro what he wanted, and
theCUu
:
1y ofa th
laerggrsa
e vo
t tscsolincilwas
Kentucky
it in his pocket and gently
J. Frank Pieta 'eliought Patrolman he replied "work." Mrs. Ruby dis- Question 114 liven Otte of Much In- offered strenuous objection.
Constable Turns Sleuth. !replaced
callee Mrs.' Witherell.
tulosed him. 'having noth'ing he eould
Judge William P. lloyde, of Delaferret to the Meinhetr of the
Had Been hind Eneugh to Leave
"Theseast your Thief," lit wispered
do. Later she discovered that he had
Him a Morning Nip.
ware, was appointed a member of the
Pristerteity.
as she tiptoed up behind him. "I'll
stolen her watch. Pace have a good
great board of appeals for three
11taappearriiice of Female limiting put the law on him if you say so."
description of the negro, and it is
years.
(aiutwd Great Worry to Pretty
Mrs. Witherell beheld the camp
thought he is the same who entered
The finance committee recommendCottagers.
That the stomach is a queer acting the 0. C. Dfuguid residence a few
Norfolk. Va., Sept. 13.—To reha- ed as a matter of
goat—a William goat-- sluwly mast-economy tbst •'
enting a corset corer. She shrieked, organ is a fact that can be attested days ago.
bilitate its treasury, the great coun- 1968 session be held at Co
• whereat the goat with a sheepish to by J. Frank_yotts, a well known
cil of the Improved Order of Red but the Columbus delegation said
look, turned tall and sought the cover farmer who often comes to town and
THIEF.
THE
GOAT
WILLIAM
Ilany dealers for the additional Men, in sixtieth annual session here that city was not ready to entertain
Imbibes to excess. Unless he succeeds
of the ham house.
today, reduced the mileage to memMotions were then made to sub"And we never suspected him at In making himself objectionably Coa- IO OM ills ariably try to sell article* bers of the grand council, after this stitute Baltimore, Bridgeport, Conn. j
all," said he matron as she handed splcuous and has to be locked up, he
sessi(,n. from 10 cents to 8 cents; and Atlantic City for Co:ntubia. This
McKeever, N. Y., Sept. 12.—A cou- the constable a ;2 b111 and gave him Is generally taken in tow to the cit) n bleb they tlaint are just tts good as
abolished the standing committee Oa caused a great fight.
hall and permitted to "sleep it off' the
ple of weeks ago Mr. and Mrs. Her- three of her husband's best cigars.
athertised. Protect your own tesision of laws and ceremonies; reon a bench in the city court room.
bert Witherell, accompanied by their
du(
the allowance in traveling ex--One.. in a "hlue moon- nowas
It was on one of these occasions that interests and insist on getting elm* penses to the
charming daughters, Florence and
great incohonee for the days "pull" 'weaves 14 good teecition-H
Los( and Found.
he treated his stomach to a dose of
Beatrice, took up their residence in
propagation of the order from $4,000 the rye( of the thee it is serer to rely ,
Lost, between 9:110 a. m., yesteryou ask for.
a secluded forest cottage not far from day anj noon today, a bilious attack, insect exterminator by mistake.
to $1 7.1e 4 and increased the per esp- upon want 1141% ett king.
"Now don't take all my whiskey
McKeever, where they intended to with nausea and sick headache. This
find reiaxatiom from Albany life for loss was occasioned by finding at all was the imploring appeal made Patrol MEW
a month and entertain some fashion- druggists it bex of Dr. King's New Driver Thad Terrell as he left Potts
on a court room bench, carrying with
able friends.
Life Pas Guaranteed for bilioushim the farmer's pint bottle of bourAlthough this is by no menns a ness, malaria and jaundice. 25c.
bon.
fashionable place, the SVitherells
"All right, I will leave .you
a
brought with them handsome and WILL NIA hi: ATTACK ON MOORS.
drink far an -eye opener tomorrow
stylish wearing apparel and the
morning," declared Terrell as be disyoung - women particularly fairly French Commander ordered by Preappeared leaving the farmer in pos"mire to Fight Decimive Rattle,
dazed the natives by the elaboratesession of the room. The next mornness of their toilettes. The fashioning Peas awakened. He had a faint
Paris, Sept. 12.-- Premier Clemable guests who later arrived were
recollection of Terrell's promise,: and
also handsomely frocked, and the ap- enseau announced 'sst night that
went on a reconnoitering expedition.
pearance of any of the party upon he had instructed General Drude, the
He espied a cup of red looking fluid
-Me streets was Utile less than- a treat. commander of the French expedition on a title in an adjoining room. It
Now comes the sad part of the ary force in Morocco, to deliver ,
looked like whiskey, and without the
story. Among the posse-Ketone of the sharp and decisive :Stark epee the formality of smelling or tasting,
Misses Florence and Beatrice were Arab tribesmen when, in his judg- Potts, thinking Terrell had left It for
some wcouterous garments In lingerie ment, the occasion is opportune. At him, lifted the cup and drank Ole
effects, hand made, and coating much the same time the premier requested ;ton drop. It was not whiskey and
money. In due coures of time thgese the general to inform him by tele- Potts learned this the moment he
proportions,
articles appeared on the line along graph when he thought he would take closed his
lips after
swallowing.
No answer has been re- with the family wash. An hour later the offenaire.
Turnkey Joe Purchase at this juncthey were missing anefliere was woe ceived.
ture entered.
at the Witherell cottage.
"Say, what was In that cup setWOULD PUT END TO REVIVALS.
ting there?" the farmer inquired.
Mr. Witherell'a first thought was
to notify the nearest constable, but
"Why?" was the terse, interrogatConference
Methodist
Speaker
ing answer.
e
his wife restrained him on the plea
Against This Wey "it'leGross
"Well, I drank it, whatever it was.
that the matter was not one she
would care to have become _public.
Rock Island, ills Sept. 13.—Cem- Is it poison?" the frightened farmer
Next day, however, when more lin- mittee work took up most of the gasped as he sank to the bench again
gerie disappeared almost under their time of the' central Illinois Methodist and grabbed his stomach.
_eeeye eyes the matron decided that It confel'enee today. One of the notables- He had swallowed half a pint of
would be best to call In the officers. addresses *was by Rev. M. C. 13, Ma- disinfecting fluid used 'to kill vermin
After muck search e ceeetelale was hon, secretary ef_the FJ'eestmen't Aid in the city jail. Fortnnalely It ws:
t1 ,
found and he was secretly given a de- association, who declared against the not poison, but Is áó
and
tasting
smelling
fluid
imateas
apparel.
It
the
mewing
securing
new
memesription of
revival method of
ble. Potts suffered no pains or inwas his first case In fourteen years, bershipe
convenience from drinking the fluid.
_

GOAT MAKES MEAL
OF/THEIR LINGERIE

DRANK INSECTICIDE

KENTUCKIANS WIN

i

•

1.

Fon MALE,
Emir PICIlIS 111)4001. Vi kit hall, pantry,
closets. (rota and back porcheS: wido
log ; grood %tattle and other outhuildimes A rval bargain, if sold by (nigher 13, after that date, property urn
be for rent. %gritty to S. A. 11111, 1102
south Fourth street, or ring old
phone 1514.
It's easier for some won), n
a hen than a goad examn

set

DR. H. T.

HeSSig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.

8 to I

Office Hour•i
a. m.
2 to 4 p. m.
Both Phones 270.

FRANK L. MacDONALD, BARITONE
VOCAL STUDIO
Hours: S to 12 a. m., 1 to 3 pen ,
7 to It p.
Seventh

and K7.

Ave.

Phase 511

FIRST SHOWING OF NEW FALL HATS AND SHOES I
With great pleasure we invite your inspection of the first display of Fall I lats and
Shoes shown in the city. If you are the kind of man who likes to wear the new things
before everyone else gets hold of them, you're due at Gulletes in- the morning.

MALLORY CRAVENETTE HATS

1-,

We are specializing the Mallory Cravenette Hat; it's water proof and besides that it's made of the highest quality of felt, in innumerable shapely
models. The -display embraces all shapes, colorings and
from
the conservative shapes to the latest in Young Men's Snappy Styles.

a..

$3.00

CROSSeTT SHOES FOR M1N

The Crossett Shoe for men is shown by us exclusively in Paducah.
For gingery style in design and economy in wear, thousands of men have
discovered that it is unexcelled by any other shoe on the market. All the
new lasts and leathers are shown and we cordially invite You to come and.
see them.

$4.00 and $5.00`

I

'Bought

W. J. Dicke Stock
If you need a suit,. enough
said.

A

hint to the wise is

Rig Pumpkin Pie Peas,.
Longmont; Colo., Sept 13.— The
annual "Pumpkin Pie Day" celebration Was held in Longmont today and
was enjoyed by all the men, women
and children for miles an:mild...It is
estimated that no fewer than 15,000
pompkin pies were eonsunted by the

SHE POUND Rsi.mr
If you are troublea with liver comhave not received help read
and
plaint
this. Mrs. Mary Id. Hammond, Moody
Texas: "I was to poor health—wit'
liver trouble—for over a year. Doetr..
did me no good and I tried 'Herb'',
end three UotAles eursd. au*. I ean't
too nineh for Iferhiae, as it is a we:
derfai liver meetetne. I always hn,
It in the home". Puntlah where 3-..
Wish." Sold by J. II. Oehisehlaeget,
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley„

sufficient.

crowd.

H. M. DALTON
403 Breadwas,
.

Humility is one of the ingredients
—The tratimeantation of the notneed
s, edepilvele 111Th caeh Is 'as every a self-made man oeoailonaily forgets
to Mix With Mit Material,
day feat of want-Ad. alchAidy.
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rant

trm Vabucab Sun.

rit1D.11", SEPTrMTIrTI 13.

reTTE PADUCA.11 .7:VVNI1V11 313>rr
gin the examination of the books of
the Southern railway..

aids hut to go Alaimo'. I
mien
lug Ira Hutchinson, a lad attending
Washington school,
a•fILPINOON AND WEEKLY
was caught
While the London papers are
"hopping" on and off a string of
THE SUN PUBLISHINIKO. voting-considerable space to the Newfreight cars. Hitt name was reported
INCORPORATED
foundland question not one of them
to Superintend
Camases, and rizFISHEtt, Pres
m.
F.
11. Z. PAXToN, Ut,itl atanaiser,
gives credit to the United States for
id orders agaiNt invading' railroad
watered at the postoitice at Paducah. proposing to submit the dispute t
private property have again been is0.1.. as ...Dewitt class !natter.
arbitration at The Hague.
For Most Beautiful Lawn en sued in schools.
11111810CMIPTION KATES.
T. Clark, a brother of Patrolman
-1. C. System.
11911116 DA.ILT IVN
.lames Clark, has been appointed spesarrIer, per week
.10
cial night policeman in the local Piby malt. per month In advance... .25
Say malt per year, In advance....$2.60
nola. Central yards succeeding R. E.
THE WEEKLY SUN
Has Won Honor for Seven l'en.iel`U- Vance who was appointed to the poPer year, by matt. postage eald••11.00
Address THE SUN, Paducah. KY.
11
1.411N-00.er Town* Milksition only last week. Vance's health
Phone III
°face. Its south Third.
ing Hard Fight For Prize.
will not pernilt his working at night.
POSTMASTERS MEETING AT IAMY.
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
Clark will ask for volfce powers at
ItiVILLE NEXT WEEK.
York, representatives.
the next meetin# of police cononlsTHE SUN can be found at tn. followstoners. Vance was given police powtug places:
INSPECTION
SEPTEMBER
35.
R. I). Clements & Co.
ers only Monday night.
Van Cloth Bros,
Visit Will Have No Reference to PoiEngineer Frank Burch has returnPalmer House.
John Wilhelm.
ittes-bouinville Only Place
ed from St. Joe, Mo., and resumed
For the seventh consecutive season his run on the Illinois Central beHe Will Visit.
Paducah will captute first prize for tween Paducah and Central City. takthe most beautiful lawn on the Illi- ing out engine No. 865 this morning,
nois Central system, decleres Mr.Wil- pulling third section- ' of passenger
Washington, D. C., Sept. 13.-liam Keller, chief gardener .. of the train No. 122.
First Aseistant Postmaster General
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.
Louisville division of the road. The
J. R. Thompson, gang foreman in
Hitchcock will attend the meeting of
annual inspection of flower beds and the local Illinois Central round house,
the Kentucky association of PostCIRCULATION STATEMENT,
lawns will begin next week, and Mr. has been sent to Princeton to relieve
masters at Louisville on September Keller
states that four towns on the General Foreman E. H. McCann for
17 and 18, and deliver an address on
August, 1907.
division will be the ones from which 30 days. and Harry Keller, the popusome phase of postal work.
a selection will be made.
lar machinist, is acting for Thompson
300
3904
I
16
Mr. Hitchcock was invited to Louhere.
From
September 16 to the 25th oflaN5
3897 isville by Postmaster Wood, pret
2.
17
The call of the throttle was too
ficials of the road will inspect flower
3
3880 dent of the Kentucky Association,
3882
19
beds and lawns. Monday they will strong for Engineer Joe Randle, and
3928 when they met at the natioeal coy5
3846
20
be in Fulton, but Mr. Keller will not after several months estrangement
6.
3829
.. 3917 vention of postmasters a- Erie, Pa.,
21
meet them until they return from from greasy overalls and oil can, he
3908 several weeks ago. At that time Mr
7
3834
22
the south. He will accompany inspez- resumed his run between Paducah
8
3933 Hitchcock promised to attend
3837
23
the tors
over the Louisville division,how- and Fulton, !tilling the accommoda3959 Louisville convention if possiblo,
384'd
24
9
tion passengers, No. 122 and 121.
e%er.
3932
38.611
10
26
He is glad that be can now see his
"The honors will go to Paduceh, I Engineer Randle had "pulled" an en3900 way clear to doing this, as Mr. Woods
3930
It
27
feel sure," he stated today at the de- gine for years and needed a rest. He
. 13
3825
28
3914 is his close personal friend ani old
pot, after finishing trimming down got an indefinite leave of absence in
14
3928 college associate. Mr. ititchcoca
3825
29
the shrubs and flowers at the denns the pring aud went Into the real es3940 says that his Kentucky visit will have
30
3898
16
lawn. "Paducah has the best kept tate business, selling land in Oklaho3896 no reference to politics, and that he lawn, thanks
31
to Mr. L. P. Brandon, ma. Later be became interested in
will go nowhere oq that trip except but Cecilia, Pleasure Ridge park,
and t•oal mining in this state, but the love
104,397 Louisville.
Total
Rockport, a:so have pretty lawns and for his Iron hors* was too strong.
Average for August, 1907
3.885
flower beds, and will fight bard tin
A134/FT METROPoLls PEOPLE. honors."
Average for August, 194)6 .... 3,940
TAF•I''S MOTHER SO YEARN OLD.
Personalli appeared before me,
Metropolis, ill., Sept. 13, 1907.
this September 3, 1907, R. D. MacSits
in Bed ate) Receives Chiller..
Railroad NO1444.
Mrs. Ebb Baynes and children are
Millen. Business Manager of The Sun,
Recover.
B. J. Feeney, traveling engineer of
who affirms that the above statement visiting in St. Louis,
Mrs. Belle Johnson of East Me- the Louliville division of the Illinois
of the circulation of The Sun for the
Worcester, Mass., Sept13.---Mrs
tropol.s,
has gone to St. Louis to Central. has returned after attending
month of August, 1907, is true to the
Louisa M. Taft. mother of Secretary
the
annual
convention
of
traveling
reside.
beat of his knowledge and belief.
engineers national association, whie.. of War Taft, was 80 years old today.
Wm. Haynes has arrived
home
PETER PURYEAdt.
For the first time since she was takfrom a visit to relatives in Tennes- was held in Chicago. The next meetNotary Public.
crially 111. July 25. she sat up
en
ing
will
be
held
in Detroit, Mich.
My commission expires January 22, see.
In bedWoday and received numerous
"Hopping
Dick"
is
the
nickname
Miss Tony Copeland Is quite ill
1148.
given Dick Tolbert, the well known callers. Dr. C. A. Church said towith typhoid fever.
Illinois
Central special policeman wee night that he expected she would reMrs. Raymey, a sister to Mrs. Ike
Daily Thought.
Honed
at
the shops, and school chil- cover completedly without the aid
Steegis, who has been In the hos
Method will tea, h
o win time, peal
are
dren
responsible
for the nom de of an operation.
in Paducah for surgical treat-Goethe,
ment, was brought down on the Cow- plume. Again, after I calm of thrqe
months, the sperial
Jackson Renominated.
policeman
is
ling Tuesday.
Clinton, Ky., Sept. 13.--Hon. Joe
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
Logan Causer, who has been sick kept "on the hop." Several accidents
were narrowly averted In local Illi- Jackson, Of Clinton, Hickman counFor -Governor-Augustus E. Will- for eight weeks, is 91111 unable to
be
nois Central shop yaids last year ty, the legislative incumbent of that
son,. of Louisville.
about.
when school childten - were passing legislative
the
district.' I received
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
Mrs. Fritz Lynne, colored. died
through en route to school, A gate Democratic nomination for the secCox.. of Mason county.
Tuesday of typhoid fever.
was locked and orders issued for pit- ond term at Hickman Wednesday,
For
General-James
Attorney
Mr. Ed Nelaon, manager of Me
pils not to cut through
railroad Sept. 11th.
Breathitt, of Christian county.
tropolis lee factory, is taking a vaFor Auditor-Frank P. James, of cation of a few weeks.
Mft.4$01.41491.4.•'"\pe*EMI1weVE
Mercer county,
Mr. Murphy. of Mound City is. atFor Treasurer--Capt. Edwin Far- tending to ice factory during the
ley. of McCracken county.
vacation of Mr, Wilson.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
The Evening Star Floating Palace
of Paducah has been here for a week.
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
For Superintendent of Public In- The manager states they will stab
stvuction-J. S. Crabbe, of Boyd here indolinitely.
Mira. Bertha •Frazine arrived jiome
county.
For Commissioner of Agriculture from Paducah Tuesday.
showing
Mr. Morris Terreil and alao Mr.
-N. C. Rankin, of Henry county.
•
Fred
Dreyer, two of Metropolis most
For Clerk of Court of Appealspopular young men, are each bulIJNapier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature-George 0. Me- ing a new residence on Fifth street.
It looks like something was to take
Broom.
Mayor
James P. Smith place soon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Irving have deCity Attorney
Arthur Y. Martin
parted fOr-Thelr new home in ArCity Treasurer
. John J. Dorian
kansas. Mrs. Irving was formerly
City Clerk
George Lehnhard
Miss Ethel Duger.
Citv Jailer
George Andrecht
Mr. Ike Foreman Is out again Wei
City Tax Assessor ....Harlan Griffith
a severe sickness, -0
111
Aldermen-T. C. Leech
Harry R.
Mrs. John Dye, of Redlands, Cal..
Hank, G. M. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C,
formerly of this place, is visiting
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
friends and relatives here. Mr. Dye
Councilmen- Second ward, A. E.
died about one year ago. John Dye,
Voting: Third ward. C. L. Van MeJr., is in Honolulu and Alice Dye--ta
ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston;
married and' living in Kansas City.
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill. Frank MayJohn Copeland, of Paducah. is viser: Sixth ward, NV-L. Bower.
iting home folks.
School Trustees-F- Irst ward, W. M.
Arthur Brown and wife, of CinKarnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; cinnati,
are visiting
Mr. Brown's
Third
ward, H. S. Wells and
r, Joseph T. Brown.
J. H. Garrison; fourth ward,
charles Allen and wife are home
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kelly: from a visit
in Ohio.
T 1
Fifth ward, 1. 0. Walker; Sixth •MrS. Estella
Jobe, is at home from
ward. J. C. Farley and Ed Morris. Wat.7iown hospital.
Mrs. Fannie Morris did shopping
Tomatoes and fruit are now sold in Padmah today.
on the local market Isy the basket, a
term not found
Family Troubles Aired.
In the table of
Two warrants were issued by Magweights and measures, but it is inderetoted that a basket is a receptacle istrate Charles W. Emery this mori.
of uncertain size. sith-a chronic ten- ing. the result of family troubles in
dency to grow sma:ler.
Tyler. L. B. Span swore out a warIn our Children's Department, on the first floor, is a
rant againt Eulah Span, charging
comprehensive display of the modish novelties in
Harry Thaw is reported to be get- her with acting th a disorderly manchildren s headweci which will be a source of delight
ting tired of jail life which is a quite ner. The girl, 18 years old, is a
to every mother. We solicit an early visit, for the
stepdaughter of the complainant, and
natural thing for Harry to do.
designs are exclusive and a not many purchased.
promptly swore out a warrant ugtelnet
--Span
charging
him
with
heating and
A Wm/111;100n
paper says the
new $10 bill is Vet r beautiful. Any abusing her. The cases are set for
•
trial Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
J.kind of a $10 bill looks good
to
most people.
River Stages.
15.7 0.4 rise
Artist Earle has offered to give 11,g Cairo
4.6 0.5 rise
wife $200,000 for giving him up that Chattanooga
12.41 0.7 rho.
he might marry his affinity. What an Cincinnati
EvatinvIlle-Missing.
egotist he must be.
•
Florence---Missing
Anthracite and bituminous opera- Johnsonville-Missing.
tors say that the roel situation is Louisville
. 5.4 0.4 rise
•
growing serious throughout Pennsyl- Ml. Carmel
3.4 0.0 st'd •
vania, and it is freely predicted that Naehrille
8.5 11.i fall
before midwinter there will be a Pittsburg
5.0 0.2 fall
\A
famine.
St Louie
445
to C 04 rime
Mt. Vernoq- Missing
reilroad rate bearing in Wash- Padtpwh
1 0.'0 s4.'d
lagton has closed and next Wednes
LIP•Rilluseialle"41110.11114 laAtY
401101.1111)10-41112141.11P60111ftell
day has been rivet as the data to ba..
The livening Nano-1w. a week.

PADUCAH WILL
GET FIRST PRIZE

All ready now for fall-splendidly1.
ready. Come in and inspect the new
stocks, 'hether you are ready to buy
or not. We take pride in displaying
the handsome new fashions. We have .
the authoritative ideas first-always. :
We do not recall a season when the
styles were quite as attractive as these
Autumn showings, nor more becoming to the average man. For young
men and elderly men, for big men
and little men, and for the lads who
will be men some day, we have a
greater and better range of choice
than can be seen anywhere.

HITCHCOCK

Young Men's, $7 50 to $22.50
Men's Suits, $10 00 to $25 00
Boys' Suits, $200 to $7.50

323

323

Broadway

Broadway

-

The SUN "Want Ad" Colutnk-the Market Place- ottadutah
0•411111.61,41160.1111.41"■11fte.t1-0,1116..ell"\wills-41111fteet1-4.1116..1111e.d.
•

•
•

-

The New Store's
of

•

Fall Hats t

Note Ready':

i
E announce with pleasure the initial:
display of our new Hats for Fall, and a
cordially invite your most critical inspection. 1
We believe that the graceful shapes and very i
apparent high quality will please you.
:
The newest ideas of such famous de- A
signers as Kent, Youman, Stetson and
Roeloff are embraced in the exhibit; no de- t
tailed description need be made when we
say that. Thecolorings are worthy of the
highest praise--black, of course, and all the
varying shades of autumn. The prices are

E

-$2.00 to $5.00

i

•

There's a

andsome Display
the window.

•

to mocha)

I

-

Advance Styles in Men's and Young
Men's Suits for the Early Buyers

s

cordially invite you to call and inspect the advance
WE• styles
in Men's aind Young Men's Suits which. are

now being shown at The Ne-w Store.
There is a character, an individuality, about these garments which will at once appeal to discriminating men.
The newest and most popular fabrics in every model that
will be worn are represented in our showing.
Drop in at any time in passing and it will be a great
pleasure to us to show .you our offerings. We have a suit
for every man, no matter what his fancy may dictate. The
price range is from $10.00 to $40.00
The browns, grays and blues will vie for favor with the genteel dressers, and we are showing some very exclusive patterns in
these shades. The new thins are arriving daily now, and if you are
interested in the curreht styles keep in touch with our show windows.

ft

,rntnAv, SPPTENITIF.R

13.

'AGE

""Trri PATATCAll EV-hiCING SUN.

rivE

,
Mt.,. Carl L eaust, .00 0
intent s.
Mrs, W. S. rt:(11e, of LA:2,:
roe street, has rettened ft•ini
burg, Ill., where she has been under
treatment for seven weeks, lier many friends Sill be glad to knew she
Popular Young Couple to Mena- Neat
is improving,
'
Mrs. J. H. Utterback and daughter, Indiana Has \Arrow Escape
"
o
'cek
f Miss Laura WagThe marriage
Mary, of Murray, arrived this afterner and Mr. Lester Yates is anFrom 1)estruction.
noon to join Mr. Utterback, who Is
nounced to take place on Wednesday,
visiting relatives in the (St).
September 18. It will be quietly solMrs. C. N. Baker and Mrs James
elnnized at Cairo by preference of the
Segenfelter returned this
morning Sailers Enter hot magazines and
young people, who desire an out-ofPuck Out Explosives At Risk
We are now showing a complete line of Party,
from St. Louis.
town wedding. They will be accomof Their !',ista.
Miss Fannie Coleman will leave te.
Dressy Costumes and I !arse Show Gown
panied by Misses Mabel Lowry, Ella
,
to
Chicago
take
a
day
for
ten
weeks'
Nichols, Messrs. Ed Wagner and
Materials.
course
in
music
under
Signor
MareClarence Goodman. They will return
to Paducah and reside at Third and schak-hi and Mrs. W. C. Schofield.
NOW AT YARD EOR REPAIRS,
e
Mr. Hermann Katterjohn went to
Jackson streets.
Miss Wagner is an attractive Eddyville and Kuttawa this morning
young
- woman who resides at 428 on business.
Now being ready to make same, will be glad
Washington, Sept, 13.-The heroAttorney A. Y. Martin went to
South Third street. She has been
ism of Lieutenale-Commander Lestt
o.
to have you call and let us show you through.
connected with the L. B. Ogilvie & Murray this morning on professional
Stiehl, Chief Gunner I.. C. Hull and
•
Company store until recently and is business.
nine heamen-C. L. Rowe. C. Bartle'
Mrs.
Atigust
Theiring
will
tomor•
popular with inany friends. Mr.
nick. J. L. Gratton, H. L. hinderrow
Louisville
to
go
to
visit
relatives.
Henry
KamYates is employed at the
man, E. J. Cross, C. Sheppard, C. W.
Manager
A.
L.
Joynes,
of
the
East
leiter grocery store on South Third
Tennessee Telephone company, went Leisegang and L. Oster--saved the
street
and
is
an
industrious
and
1.11' POINT OF LAW
to Kuttawa this morning on busi- battleship Indiana front destruction
IN 'BANKRUPTCY CASE. affable young man with Many ster- ness.
on September 5.
ling
qualities,
Paducah attorneys find it necessaThese men entered two magazines
Dr. 0. Day and Miss Donnie Lee,
ry to make a special trip to Louisville
of Mayfield, are visiting the latter's next to coal bunkers that were afire,'
Dance
for
Visitor.
Popular
Mayfield
for the copvenience of a complete
and, at the risk of instant death ana'
The young society crowd will have cousin, Mr. Luke Burradell, of the
law library to look up authority in a
suffering front the burns that the
south side.
Wallace
this
evening
at
the
a
dance
point of law presented by the filing
For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Mr. Frank Chappell, of Nashville, shells inflicted upon their hands, earof a claim of $2,700 by the City Na- park dancing pavilion. It is given
-Dr. Royer residence phone 464;
is in the city visiting friends for a ned out all of the ammunition and
Kate
Wire,
especial
honor
of
Miss
in
tional bank, this city, against the
offlee 175.
few days. Mr. Chappell was assistant prevented an explosion that woti:el
Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing 61 Mayfield, who is the guest of Miss
have destroyed the 'warship.
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Nelia Hatfield, 239 North Seventh to City Engineer Washington last fall
company.
The Indiana Is now at the League
Broadway. Phone 196.
and
winter,
and
this
summer
has
The bank claims that it loaned street.
Island
navy yard, Philadelphia, under
-Kosher sausage just received at .„
been consulting engineer on some
)2,700 to the furniture company to
Biederman's.
sewer work being done at Covington, going repairs.
use in paying off employes, and
The Musk-al I/rill.
The fact that the battle-ship was
sithscrlbers to the Daily
Tenn.
therefore is entitled to ,a prior lien
Dr. Voris has called a meeting of
endangered Was made public Nett\
Situ who wish the delivery of their
the
E.
C.
D-eus.
of
Benton,
was
in
knowu as a "labor lien"
Judge all who intend to take part in the
by the navy department.
papers stopped must notify our colflashy has not set the case for trial, musical drill for tonight at WMilace city today.
No serious damage resulted from
lector?, or make the requests direct
II.
W.
Clements,
Louis,
a
of
St.
as attorueys desire to go to Louis- park at 7:30.
the fire, which was caused by SpOilto The Sea office. No attention will
former Paducahan, is at the Palmer.
ville where authority can be contaneous combustion of vim:.
be paid to such orders when given
Mr. Robert Wallace will leave on
seined. Nu law authorities bearing on
for
Guest.
Card
Party
Informal
to carriers: Sun Publishing Co.
Monday for Princeton, N. J., to atthis particular meet can be found in
Mrs. John W. Little, 1400 JefferII1SF:N PLAY MONDAY NuaiT.-We give you better carriage and
Incorporated.,
tend school. This is his senior -year
Padueale
informally
son street, entertained
better service for the money than
at Princeton
three tables of euchre yesterday afTaiii Play to the
Is given by any transfer company in
.
• liedda Gabler
11011111 NG %I All S ('H ARCKI)
ternoon in compliment to her guest
Amerita. Fine carriages for special
Celebrated Glo Poi s, till'. BBL
AGAINST FULTON NEGRO.
ACCIDENTALLY KILLED.
FOR SALE Gas stcae, tout d..,Mrs. George deter, of Dresden, Tenn
oceasions on short notice; also eleMontias night Constants) CrawDeputy
United Stater" --Marshal
lars, 408 Broadway. ,
.The autumn tints of red and yellow
gant lisery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
in
appearance
Wade Brown brought in Mack PeeAmuel Gayeard Caught ILAPer Falling ley will make her first
`were attraCtively emphasized -in the
-Orley Si Fisher, veterinarians,
ROOMS FOR RENT-313 Madia modern play which will be Ibsen's
pulls. a Fulton negro, today on a
Debris in Carrsville Mines.
desoration of the house with red and
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
son, Phone 2950.
great drama, Iledda Gabler, which
charge of robbing the mails at that
yefota- eannaa.-and In Mt. service or
- --phone- 35-1.
RENT-Sin -P.
FOR
furnished
place. The negro carried the mail
While building a scaffold' in the has proved the sensation of the whole
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
I the pretty course luncheon. The head
front room, two gents or man and,.
theatrical world ever since the first
from the railroad depot to the post.
mines
at
Fairview
last
Friday
mornJust received. Brunson's, 529 Broad- office and several valuable letters!prize was won by Mrs. Peter Puryear
New
York. PaduSubscribers inserting aunt ads in wife, 831 Jefferson.
ing quite a quantity of spar broke presentation in
way.
In a cut with Mrs. Luke Russell. Mrs
Ibsen The Sun ciii kindly remember that
have
already
had
an
cahans
have said to have disappeared from
FOR SALE---Stock of groceries,
loose
knocking
the
scaffold and the
Victor Voris captured the lone hand
-Kosher sausage just received at the mall sacks recently.
play a year or so ago at the Ken- all suet. items are to be paid for fixtures, horse and wagon. Good lot-'man
on
top
of
same
down
burying
prize, tying with Mrs. Hqbhard S.
lien the ad is ieserted, the rule ap- Don. Old phone 1543-a.
Biederman's.
Mr. Amuel Gayeard under the debris. tucky. "Ghosts." which drew e
plying to (very one without excepWells.'
--Dr. .1. W. T. Patterson, of 405
appreciative
house.
Hedda
and
large
Notice-Wanted.
FOR SALE----Good creek bottom
It took his comrades an hour and a
tion.
North Twelfth streer, announces that
play to
Proprietors of private boarding
farm cheap. Apply Ford's feed store,
from half to clear the debris front his body Gabler is the companion
Dr.
W.
F.
Alvey
has
returned
wood
MI.
KINDLING
ring
FOR
In future he may be reached by new, houses, who can accommodate dele312 South Second street.
who
were "Ghosts" and more dramatic in evLouisville, where he went to visit his He talked to the men
phones 661 or 1500 instead of old
FOR SALE-Graval,saand and dirt.
to
attract
all
ery
way
so
it
is
sure
gates to the Knights of Pythisie grand
working
w
heroically to get hint out,
WANTED-Sound general purpose
The
patient
is
brother,
who
Is
ill.
phones 1161-ni or 2099.
Old phone,211-a.
lodge session,. which meets in Paduasking them to hurry. ale was soon who are interested in the new drama.
horse 15 1-2 hands high. Not over
reported better.
-Place >oar orders for wedding
bicymacitELLs for hign-grade
It is a remarkable character the
cah, October 1 and 2, piettntr send
seven years old. East Tennessee TelMiss .Gertie Kettler, of Short street brought to the top but only lived a
invitations at home. The Sun is
drahatist has drawn in Hedda Geh- cles, 326=328 South Third street.
notice of number of delegates they
short
time.
ephone Co.
They
sent
for
Dr.
Worwill entertain tonight.
showing as.great an assortment as
1
FOR heatitg awl stovewood ring
i ler. She is a human
anomaly,
can take' care of and rate per day to
WE WILL be at James At (Ilanyou will find anywhere, at prices
Dr. R, C. Gore, of Lone Oak, is in ten before he had been brought out
437 F. Levin.
Third
A. S. Barksdale. 2111 South
of the ground. but the aoctor could neurotic, tense, full of an overber's
stable Saturday. September 2.
the city.
much lower than you Willi have to
603
in
RE-NT---Apartment
FOR
street.
wheiming desire for the oddities of
to buy homes and
mules, 3 tit N
pay elsewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. C: J. Mitchell. of Har- do nothing for him as he was Injered
Rawleigh.
George
Sixth
street.
Nerth
'life and possessed of an irresistabie
internally.
years old. -Layne & Leaeine.
--Best and cheapest. We rent bugstreet,
have
rison
returned
after
a
phone
Destrablee Boarding House,
w Out),
old
FOR Dkt
His death wile 'phoued to his i desire craving for riches and worldly
gies. carriages and horses separately.
LOST-Pair gold rim glasses, beBrick residence in first class con- visit to the former's mother, Mrs. G.
stronger combination 2361.
comfort.
A
she
mother
who
was
so
shocked
that
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
dition, three blocks from Broadway, B. Grinstead, who accompanied them
FOR SALE-Piano cheap. Apply tween Tenth and Clark and Sixth and
devised.
Imagine
such
could
not
be
died that evening.
419 Jefferson street.
Madismr. Reetnrn to 332 North Sixth
and for a visit.
fifteen rooms, bath room, gas
to 123 N. Sixth. Old phone, .1751.
Mr, (iayeard was about 36 years a eharacter married to a prosaic pro-School books and school book
street-and receive liberal reward.
Major
and
Asheraft,
716
Mrs.
J.
H.
electric fixtures; also, large dining
best
man
to
order
of
fessor
without
money,
and
devoid
the
HYMAN
is
old, a widower and had. qo children.
lists for every grade now ready. room--specialy
----S-T11-A TED
-OR - STOLEN-One
adapted for a desir Jefferson street. returned home last
--Carrsville Con. Livingston Banner. the slightest understanding of his shirts, from, as he can Fit U.
Ceme early and avoil the opening
night
from
a
several
weeks'
visit
to
chestnut roan pony about 13% hands
able boarding house. FOR RENT.
wife's
peculiar
temperament.
This
white rook. New
--WANTEV---Good
rush: 'R. I). Cements & Co.
high. Reward for her return to Mrs.
Appiy to John D. Smith. 405 North their non, Mr. Brown Ashcraft, in
is the source of the tragedy whhh phone 1373.
---The choir of the Grace Episeo- Third street.
OKLA H011.1 Ei.pxrios
Chicago.
Frank Wahl, 91/i Clay street.
presented
this
powerful
Ibsen
has
In
FOR SALE- Good fanely horse.
cal church is called to meet tonight
CASE MAY BE DROPPED
Mrs George Jeter, of Dresden,
play.
FOR SALE-Six horse power Fairfor
Mears.
Old phone 2172. C. H.
at 7:30 o'clock at the church
Tenn., who is the guest of her sisterbanks Morse gasoline engine. Good
pract e.
Washington,
Sept.
13.
-The
rectutu
guitar
NVANTED--MantiFolii
in-law, Mrs. John W. Little, 1400
FOR SALE-Household goods on
condition, will sell cheap. Apply to
-Kosher sausage just received at
players. Fine opportunity. W., care
Jefferson
street, will return home ord in the Oklahoma election case in
merottet of leaving eity, 1910 Jeffers
S
t.ree
E.t. Mitchell, 326 South Third
which
counBiederman's.
G.
M.
Autrey,
of
Woods
tomorrow.
•
Sun.
son.
Mr. Charles H. Leffler, of San- ty, sought to prevent the holding of
coat
ftret-class
_
WANTED-Two
FOR SALE-The C. W. Ingram
ford, Fla., who has been visiting in the election on Tuesday next for the
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
FOR SALE Cle ap. Five good
makers, pant maker, one-boy to learn
PteeTy dose • niahell you eelbett CT. Lax- Pws
Livingston county, is here today vis- ratification of the state constitution, dairy farm of 100 acres, 2 Sa miles the trade. Harmeling. the Tailor.
hettIns stmee including one large
keens your whole .osides rteht Sold Gn the
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.
was received at the United States from Paducah on the LovelacevIlle
iting his sister, Mrs. J. K. Greer.
s
Ii:Ja:;.. A10%.'. Mrs. R. Loeb. 5114 Broadmoney.bsck plus *veer...mete. Price 1,0 cents.
thial,lo,
sOuP
1S1A
4112,E
pike, will be sold to ttte highest bidsupreme court today.
John
W.
Mayfield,
is
Landrum,
of
17 itiGranulated Sugar for...$1.00
1d
street.
ra
esse .1106
g")
Fourth
The constitutional convention cre- der in lots of two acres and up for (311 at
JUDGE HF:ED UNABLE
HYMAN, the veteran shirt man, is
Fancy Mixed Tea a Its
30c in the city today.
964.
phone
and
cash
reasonable
terms
on
part
Mr. Wes Orr left today at noon for ated the counties of Alfalfa and Ma_
_
coming. Save your orders.
10c
TO ATTEND COURT TODAY. 3 boxes Toothpicks for
jor out of Wools county, the purpose the 15th day of September, 1907.
to typewriter
FOUND the way
Dawson for a few days.
3 boxes Enameline Stove Polish
of the gerrymander being to make This is one of the rRost desirable lo- economy. Have it repaired. Felix 14.. WANTED-Good. strong boy, who
Hamilton
little
Mrs.
Parks
and
for
Ifie
knows something about typesetting.
Circuit Judge,,,William M. Reed is
new state legislature surely Demo- cations in McCracken county. If you Sisk, Craig Hotel. This week only,
65c son, Hamilton, Jr., have rettrned
3 Pkgs. Ferndell Coffee for
Good position at good wages. Apply
still Ill and unable to be at the
cratic and Autrey as a taxpayer of are interested call and the lots will
afi
Ti
Monteagle,
where
they
spent
houses.
502
from
RENT-Two
FOR
Shredded Cocoanut a ft)
lie
at The Sun office.
court house, and no circuit court was
some weeks after a trip to James- Woods county, sought to enjoin Gov- be shown ypu. Will have conveyance 506 North Seventh street. _All con- at once
3 Pkgs. Egg-O-See for
held today -The grand jury is still in
ernor Frantz from leSning the proc- at -the park ears for buyers. C. W. eeniencies. Six rooms. Phone 254.
im with ituFOR
aciTtittown,
Richmond
other
points
anti
Lea '& Perrine Sauce per bottle. ,Z5
session and on account of the illness
'movements. Eden's Hill. Will sell
earlier in the summer.--Nashville lamation for the election, basing his INGRAM.
2
1
lb
cans'
Pink
Salmon
for
25c
sixWANTED--For
TENANT
of Judge Reed, has made no report
apftlleation on the allegation that the ----------Eliza-.
45c Banner.
2 cans French Peas for
and Broad- -all or in part. Address Mrs.
room house Twenty-first'
In two days.
had no power to change
convention
Mr. anti Mrs. M. .1, Clark returned
50e
0 beth Metzler. general delivery, city.
3 cans Ferndell Peas for
way. $18. Apply to C. G.- Warner.
the boundaries of the county,
SALE EleTen
this morning from a visit to Mem1 lb can Fate's Grated Pineapple
FOR SALE-- Saloon: good -loca-t FOR RENT OR
-The day's advertising decidee the
on South Sixth street beroom
house
for
527.
WashLion; 'good trade. Apply to
GETS CONTRACT
day's incidents, ite quota of good 2 Pkgs. Imported Macaroni ....2
tween Clark and Washingtonly
115
) Ph iMe.r. N. 0. -Chamblin. of Kansas INGRAM
ington street.
Ftdt
BUILDING
RINK.
- painted and in good condition. Apply
riteene the merchant.
Prick Cheese a lb
21k City, is visiting his brother. C. H
MANICURING, shampooing, scalP to H. A. Petter.
!reported Swiss Cheese a lb
35c Chamblin, the brick contractor of,
.•••••••
treatment and hair dressing.--Mattie
Mr. C. W. Thompson let the conCLEANING AND PRESSING neat24 lb bag White Frost Flour for 60e South Tenth street.
Dawson. Old phone 2068.
tract today for the skating rink he
guaranteed.
ly done. Satisfaction
65e
24 1t) bag Purity Flour for
Mr. Clarence Chamblin. who has
and some associates will erect at the
WANTED-Violin pupils. Apply Work called for and delivered. One
2 dozen fancy Lemons for. ,...25e been overseeing the construction of
corner Tenth and Broadway to Geo.
10c the High school building at Clarksto Mrs, Ruth Clark, 621 Jefferson trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
'Picnic Hams a 1t)
Ingram for the'contracting work
0.
Ninth street. near Broadway. Phone
15e ville. Tenn., is home on a wielt.
street. Phone 632.
Regular Hams a nu
and Langstaff, Orme for the mate462-a.
10c
New -Kraut a quart
Mr. Charlie Meloan has returned
FOR SALE'-iron and pate glass
riat Material ,,,will be hauled to the
20s to Murray after visiting his brother Mixed Sweet Pickles a quart
FOR RENT or sale, 15 acres land
front. Apply to City Bakery, 118
ground tomorrow and work starfel
20c here
New Dili Pickles a dozen
on Cairo road two miles from town.
South.Seeond, Frank Kirctioff.
Mondsty morning, It will be rushed
Drs. II. G. Murrell and
E. R.
Well Improved and in good state of
to completion as the owners expect
LOST-- --A great
typewriters
Earle, of the Paducah Illinois Central
Apply ('has. Flichotts
cultivation.
to have the opening the fleet week of
are lost-by not having them adjusted
railroad hospital, have returned from November. Architect fa B. Schmidt
when they need it. Felix H. Sisk, 389-2old phone.
Smithland, whare they had been on designed the building, which will
This is the hat to-eover the
FOR RENT.
erotic HoteL•Thls week only.
business.
cottages,
725 and 1727 Moncoat approximately $10,000.
-Two
Summer
CLOTHES cleaned and
space between the
pressed,
Col. Bud Dale, of the New RichAll work guarar'eed. Solomon. The roe street, each four rooms, hall andmond Hotel. is on duty again today PROMINENT POLITICIAN
straw anti the Winter derby.
rallor, 113 South Third street. Phone bathroom, $16.5't) per month each
after a week's illness,
VISITING
IN
THE
CITY.
1016-a.
One double cottage No. 1141 KeitFancy Picnic Hams. per lb ... 10%e
Dr. W. C. Gilbert has returned
Ire a new style made especWHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-- tucky avenue, one side three rooms,
We repair Shoes of all kinds 7 bars Octagon Seals for
21k
from a visit to New York and NorMr. Josepli W. King, of Metropolis.
dies or repair at the Paducah Harness bath and pantry, one side four rooms.
and we do it well.
boxes Searchlight Matches for 10c
ially for this Fall and harmonfolk, Vs.
a prominent Illinois politician, is is
and Saddle Co., you are getting the Each side $10 per month. Apply to
improved
2
Salt
for
10c
most
sacks
We have the
Dr. Jetties ftpehaw, of Hartsville, the city visiting. He was a member
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
izes with the fashions of our
Wm. Hughes or Paducah Flanking Co.
35c
tt1RAinery
for doing Repair Fancy Mixed Tea, per lb
Tema, is the guest of his daughter, of the 294h general assembly which
AFTER FRIDAY, August 301, yoil
new
suits.
autumn
work.
21k
3 fancy Mackrel for
NIG,HT SCHOOL - First month's
Mason
senator. Maelected "Billy"
can get ilam, Cheese, Beef, Pork.
tuition free if you clip ant.mall or
20e
Bring your old Shoes here for Extra fancy Lemont), per doz
son Is again thaking an active canvas
Mutton, Veal and Hamburger sandpresent this notice within the next
2 pkgs. White Line Wash. Pow. 5e
Hold the mirror up to natrepairs and yoU'll bi surprised
to obtain the senatorial toga, and the
etches at 111 1-2 South Third street.
five
days lo leraughon's Practical
to learn how easily, qnickly and 3 cakes German Sweet Chocolate 25e
fight he is engaged in. promises to be
ure or to the stilts you buy in
SAM L. HYMAN has 39 years' ex- Business College, 314 1-3 Broaawar,
21k
bow well we doctor them, and a 6 ialtge Toilet Paper for
warm.
serlenee in shirt making.
our shop and you'll hardly
moderate price, too.
Paducah.
Old
telephone
1755
It bottles Sweet or Steur Pickles 21k
FOR SALE-- Pony and
buggy, asking for particulars of this remarkThere is no Job of Shoe Mend- Hammond's Calumet Hams, lb 15lic
find a flaw.
After the Building Trades Alliance
Saler separntely or together. Apply able offer. Ff you desire, qnit at end
21k
ing that is beyond the ability of 3 pkgs. dello for
perfects an organization at a meeting
o S. A. Hill, at Sun office, or tele- of Month,()wine nothingeer cot/Mut
our Repair %op.
Legget's firliarTeklatin, per pkg 10e
Paducah,
to be •40eicie4entorrow night it Is said
ihene
964.
at special iate -14 a month. ,
91k
2 pkgs. Bremangeleon for
the Want, will, begin the publiCOElept.,134efr, Silth, 26th slid
WANTE-V---You to know that you
Plinef Irish Potatoes. per pk.
lion of a local paper in the interest
117th
'an save money by having your typeAttend to your own affairs and, 3 ott
Our faMous White Dove Flour
of the alliance. The paper will be fi158.000 Psitaisi aiend Premium*.
writer adjusted
by Felix H. Sisk. will have no time to butt into the af400- 415 111110Nallitt
per sack
"1"Se
nanceti and managed by the Trades
Craig Hotel, This week only.
fairs Of your neighbors.
2 pkgs. Macaroni or Spaghetti
15e
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HEALTH MEANS STRENGTH

Strength

Brings Results

At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts during spring and long, hot summer
days.

Aorse 4how fIiateriaIs

Vitality Gone

Vars. jcerriman

The Animals and Fowls can't' oroduce profitably. They must have help.

I

B. A. Thomas'

4
te

• .

Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying:

The Hog Powder

Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfaction guaranteed if given in time.

Hart Sells These Remedies at Factory Prices

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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LOUIS CLARK'S

SPECIALS

l
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1

ENGLERT AND BRYANT-

We 24end 4hoes

SPECIALS....

Fall Races

ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

1

WILLSON RIDES IN
LOCOMOTIVE CAB

anderine

with a decided disagreeable nay,
'
the sturdy eithiens ef this place.
Republicans Are United.
The general drift of Mr. Willeon's
The first requ
of a good
campaign of tine e weeks and three
mother is good h
, nd the exGREW MISS CARROLL'S HAIR
perience of Ina
should not be
days so far through the
mountal
"
approached without careful physical
hiss been to reveal tite fact that the
preparation. as a woman alio is in
AND WE CAN
II, publicans, Ja all of the counties,
good phyeical cond.tiun transmits to
o441:,
her children the blessings uf a good
despite the doctored reports of Demf.
constitution.
ocratic newspapers, are united as they
Preparation for healthy maternever have been before. All factional
nity is accomplished by Lydia E.
Pinkhama Vegetable Compound.
differences have disappeared and
WAS Given Usual Hearty Receation
which is made from native ro,ts and
there is universal hope and confiherbs, more successfuiie than 1,v• any
.. By the Husky Stomas:Met-re of
deuce everywhere.
other medicine because it
ITHIN the last decade great and rapid strides have been made in
t‘die
Carter (emunty.
and strength to the entire feminine
'I learned in West Liberty that
_oa
Materia Medica. Many diseases that were considered incurable
organism, curing displacements, ulduring the speech of the distinguish- fifteen years ago are now cured in a few days,and in many cases prevented
MR5.JAMES
CHLSTER
ceration and inflammation. and the
kJ nominee of the Democratic party altogether. The scientists of late years have been delving for the cause,
result is leas suffering and more children healthy at birth. For more
fully realizing
than thirty years
ItIOPUBLICANS A.RE NOW UNITED. for governor, as of old: •And there the foundation,the reason and the starting poult of disease,
at
fame the voice as of one crying in that the actual and true came must be ascertained before the remedy can
the wilderness,' when he declared be located. Hair troubles, like many other diseases, have been wrongly
.7
has been the standby of American mothers in preparing for childbirth.
that for twenty-five years I had.beten diagnosed and altogether misunderstood. The hair itself is not the thing
Notewhat Mrs Jamesehesteralf437 W. 3f,th St., New York says in this
scalp, and
Olive Hill, Ky., Sept. 13.—The a tatulidate
of
product
the
a
simply
it
is
treated,
that
the
reason
for
be
to
before the people every
latter:— Dear Mrs. Pinkhane--"I wish every expectant mother knew about
citizenship of Carter county, both Re- time that there
The scalp is the very soil in which
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. A neighbor who had learned
was an office in sight, wholly dependent upon its action.
grown,and it alone should receive the
and
nurtured
produced,
Publiean and Democratic, united in a and had always
hair
oi ite great value at this trying period of•woman's Ilk urged me to try
is
the
Mel defeated at the
it and I did so. and I cannot say enough in regard to the good it did me.
attention if results are to be expected. It would do no earthly good to
rousing welcome today to Augustus elect ion,
I recovered qaiekly antigun in the beet of health now."
stem of a plant with a view of making it grow and become more
E.
Willson,
the
Reaublicati
nominee
"My last Candidacy before the peo- treat the
Lydia E. Pinkhama. Vegetrnathprewpenea
wertainli...,__succashALL
—111tigattierintim-ere-rant geowsminst-beuttrrnird-te.--There.
or governor, who made one of the ple before
remedy for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
1907, was as itepubliean
It I;raii cured almost every form of Female Complaints, Dragging Sensafore, the scalp in whicli the hair groWs must receive the attention if you
best speeches of ids campaign this nominee for
congress in the Louistions, Weak Beek, Falling and Dieplaecirtents, Inflammation. Ulcerabeautiful.
'afternonn
to
a
crowd
that completely ville district In 1592, and it Is fif- are to expect It to grow and become more
tions and Organic Diseases of IA ,men and is invaluable in preparing for
Loss of hair is caused by the scalp drying up,or losing
tilled the pretty grove in the central teen years
Childbirth and during the Change of Life.
from that nomination to
's supply of moisture or nutriment, and when baldness
part of the town.. Mr. Willson en- the present
one, which disposes of
occurs the scalp has simply lost all of its nourishment,
joyed a novel experience this morn- fifteen of his
Women sufating from any form of female weakness are invited to
twenty-five years.
leaving nothing for the hair to feed upon (a plant or even
write Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass Her advice is free
ing, riding in a locomotive cab from
"1 think it is fair to eall the attena tree would die under similar conditions).
Paragon, oa North Fork, to More- tion of the people
to tee differences
The natural and logical thing to do in either case ie
head, a distance of a dozen miles.
betwen .my nomination and candifeed and replenish the soil or scalp as the case may be,
Pc retied high on the seat of the en- dacies to which
Mr. Meer tins ret
and your crop will grow and multiply as nature intended
gine driver, the Republican leader (erred in
this manner, and his. Omitit should.
complacently smoked his pipe, chat- ting our
are nominations, his being
ted with the engineer and admired for county judge,
and mine for the
the wonderfully .attractit e scenery, senate, of whtch mine was by acclaBUT WORMal UNINJURED WHEN feeling as happy and comfortable as mation in a hopeleesly Democratic is the only remedy fothe hair ever discovered that is identical
though ensconced in the cushioned district, in which I reduccd a major- with the natural hair acels or liquids of the scalp. It feeds and
ticirrNiNt:
nourishes the hate and does all the work originally carried on by
v hair of a Pullman parlor car. Rising ity of 2,800. to
Ileostectites are busy thee.
1.704), all of my nom- the natural nutrients or life-giving juices generated by the scalp
at daybreak this morning, Mr. Will- inations, one
duo it putting up prestrtes and
for -the state senate, itself. It penetrates the pores et the scalp quickly and the hair
son land his party left West Liberty, four for
the experienced ones hate learncongress, and one for gover- soon shows the effects of its wonderfully exhilarating and lifePete Fly Buys led to F:reet .4:10:411ed that if success is to be their
where he spoke yesterday, and drove nor, were made by acclamation.
and producing qualities.
cineicin WAreiN.11
,
e al Bel111011reward they must use nothing
fifteen miles over roads whieh had without my working for
them, and
0thior
vas.
One twenty-five-cent bottle is enough to convince you of its great
but the best spices, etc. We
bet n flooded by heavy rains and none of his was
made in this way.
worth
as a hair growing and hair beautifying remedy -try it and see
have bought a full line of the
across creeks that were swollen into
for yourself. Now on sale at every drug and toilet store in the land.
Made by Fraud.
MISS J. CARROLL
f ,ntrius
swift, rushing streams. to Paragon.
2307 Isevirssi Awe..
Clsicagliss
"le .the next place his first state Three sizes, 25e, poc and Stow.
Benton, Ky., Sept. 13.--Lightning on the north fork of the Licking.
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struck the tobacco patch of W. II.
Provide. Special Engine.
infamous Music Hall Redwine Conin
Lu
Thompson just west of town out day
Through the eourtesy of County
vention, which was characterized by
E..r yeals the) bate hetet the
Lot week and killed about Item plant Judge W. C. Blair, vice president of
treachery,
corruption, violence and
standard. Pure feed legislatien
of ecibmeo. but did not eeetn to di,- the Morehead & Norfolk railroad, a
known fact that you have dui
fraud, and the most bitter opponent f It id a
has made no change in Ihjr
t art) the waruts, as. many of them special engine was sent out front
your
ling
short term of office pardon
I ever had has never been able to
comixtundieg, for they have
eery ecen on the plants that had been aferehead to meet the Republican
led more erituinals before eonvictioi:
place
that
mark
on
any nomination
alwayebeen . purity itself: full
nominee. The engine driver, apprekilled, looking well and hearty.
than any of >our precedeseors in ofor campaign of mine.
strength, too, therefore the
J. 1.. Price, Democrat, and W. N. ciating the imkertance of taking_
fice, thus annulling the work of the
--4
"Aftother
very
serious difference is
-most,eessootleal-totme,
McGregor, Republica:re have been ap- distinguished charge to his destinagrand jurors and usurping the functhat I have never had a party maTry the special half-pound
pointed election commissioners for tion in time for todayS3 meeting,
tions of the courts and encouraging
of
chine nor the power of the people's
cake
Marshall county. These are good cit- opened wide his throttle, and the
, criminals in the commission of heatoffices and money to force my nemt
The death of Judge-James P. Tar- he hopes that something may be done
izens and good representatives of climbing mountain grades and roundoffenses.
nation, while he has never had a noni ous
I heir team
ing of sharp curves was accotnplished
parties,
"In fact, some of these pardons yin, prime mofer in the plan for the later on.
!nation since the Music Hall case
Pete ER has bought a lot from'Put with remarkable speed, the distance
that was not secured in this way. have been issued under such peculiar formation of the Factual Rights Lea:eillet fronting 150 feet OR Puryear between Paragon and Morehead beeircumstancee as to induce the be- gue, an organiration the purpose of Biav PAINFULLY HURT
The Pardon Ilusinesse
IN NEWSPAPER OHTICE.
street and "Itto feet deep, on which to ing negotiated in almost record time
lief that the occupation of the pardon
"The governor complains that he
which was to wrest front the Demotreet the tobacco storage warehouse.
On his arrival here Mr. Willson
broker is not without its reward.
bait not escaped the calumny•of 'parWalter Barbie. 13 years old, son
It is near the depot and in a conven- was given the usual hearty reception
If I were inclined to specify and cratic machine the power to perpetdon brokers' and grafters who met
"
ient- play.. to handle the aobacco.
'which has characterized his visits to
scrupulously particular, I might uate itself, has probably put an end of FAward Barbie, of 7,55 South
be
with no -cheer In his OITICP, and refers
The MU' rain that fell last Sunday Points in eastern Kentucky,and, at
Either Phone No. 77.
mention the case of a notorious crook fair the time being to the plan for Twelfth street. while removing paper
to t
plundering o campaign funds • insures a good crop of corn and to- ter dining at the hotel, he addressed
the city of Louisville, where you spreading the propaganda of the new shavings from minder the folder of
in
and sand-begging corporations under
Agent fur original Allegrati
'
The Register press this morning at 5
bacco, and puts the stubble laid in a record assemblage, who listened
recently liberated the obligators in a body tbroueb the state.
some threat of legislation or franCsndlea
Judge Tarvin was the first man to o'clock, caught his hand in cogs and
sten' condition to plow.
earnestly to his doctrine of good govbond of $2.000 by reducing It to the
chise tax punishment.
Dr. Stone, of Princeton, apd Dr. ernment and went away greatly imHis left
insignificant sum of 150. You are begin the work of nrganizing, and may lose social fingers
"If the governor of the state is
_
Jaylor,
of
Pnducale
were
pressed
by
here
his
Monsincerity,
better posted, governor, on this trans had the preliminary work completed hand was pulled into the wheels, the
his resolute—
—
possessed of stall Information
as
wards,ilay evening to see George C. Ed- nese of purpose and with s wealth of
action than 1, and I leave it to you last fall at the Gait aluuse, when cogs grinding the flesh away from
HEIRSEl Tot) ILL To
justifies him In making such a state,'
o
•
a
•
appreciation
for
the man.
to explain to Use citizens of Louis Frank Peaks., of Shelbyville, was the bone of the thumb anti three finGO-11) THE \GRIP'
ment and falls to give the name of
gers. Dr. R. E. Ilea.ne was sumSick People.
ville, and the law-abiding citizens of elected president of the body.
Four Pet Words.
the offenders to the public, he is as
Clem
W.
Huggins,
law
partner
of
moned and dressed the injury. He
Former lenaistille Weatlic NI.O1
Peter,
condition
The
of George C. F..Will
Kentucky generally. There are othTroublesome, Frozen and
'
tinfaithfUt to the people who have
v.ards is better than it has been for Quieksand are four words which Mr.
Nut.tecompane Wellman.
er cases in which Panight go into Judge Tarvin, said yesterday that, thinks he may poesibly save the
mended to him as he was when he
the death of Judge Tarvin thumb, but Is of the °pineal that the
el,
Chieago. Shea.
,•everal days Oast.
Willman now rolls his tongue around
sped c detail, but
presume you though
failed to disclose to the legislatpre
blow 'ii Thic, oruani7v;.-)n first fineer
leive •e
Nt! ;
... •
the Record-Herald from
I gen.
Fos d is resting better, In huge delight. They represent the
me for information W;14
press
the fact that he had a contract with will not
signed by Wellmen, aae
end Is in better condition titan she names of four precincts in which alalong that line. ..• • •
Mr. Calhoun ainding him to collect
leis been for two weeks.
The airship Attie; ica h.is
leged gross and shameless frauds
"Let us look at Beckham's Democthe war claim for $3,00a), when he
lag a- forteight for
fir
W. M. Owen, of route No. 2, Is were committed in the name of Deracy. As 1 have said berore, it has
withheld the information from the
a trial trip and ,,lart f. it Po' still a very sick man.
never been in evidence except when
mocracy at the Democratic primary
legislature, and permitted them te
is ready to deaiiii a. a
tionr
Mr.. Charley Cole. of route No. 1, last November when all of them rehe wanted office...• ••• • •..I repass a bill whereby he could enter
etrong e lads ha% u Leen. htuatng4ia
r.1O.W1r01fl cnnau
turned votes for Bac-khatu and Hager
Into a new contract with Calhoun, fel'. to the governor's appointment Of
constantly from 1h.. note, on nine
Tuley Wilkins is out after a few all out of proportion to their entire.
Mr. Hines as state inspector and exand thus sand-bag the taxpayers olfit
weeks and It is antio-alde a t;:t.e days' sickness.
aminer at a salary of $3,400 a year
voting strength.
Of SG:R.0110.
F6r nearly ten years Lantz's Red' We are convinced that Larat's Red
the ship f: ont :is am hor withoot
Mrs. D. M. Fields was on the sick
and expenses, and Mr. Hines, I unIt was in precincts like this that
"If there was not collusion and
Kidney Piliets were sold only to the Kidney Fillets are cdtnpounded from
lug its instant
ea-itteiee
derstand from many of his constituIt has ;list the first part of the w, •,k, but is McCreary and Hays went down to demedical profession and were pre- I the best formula that scientific phargraft in that, what in the world is
beta the !-- oonii.st seine]. Vtiown p el) again.
ents, is the same gentleman who pefeat, and for which the honest Demscribed and used by them in their macy has ever produced for the relief
the foundation of the strange attachtitioned the members of the general regular
ocrats of the state will administer a
practice with uniform success and cure of kidney and bladder troument between Beckham and Calhoun?
The e hid, dur ea; Awee
he t e FUND FOR NErillt) EDUCATION. stinging rebuke to the Democratic
assembly from Warren county to In thousands
.
of cases where kidney ble. No one is ever asked to purBe a man, governor, be a man, for
avereg,,1 Int
1,he v.
tote for Godfrey Hunter over J. C. or bladder troubles was indicated.
::,. of 0,4
state machine at the coming election. once
chase these Pillets until after they
in your life, and tell who the
storage clo
Methodist CenSerence. With Woman's
itne attete.-t
S. Blackburn for United States senaThese names. Mr. Willson declared sand-baggers
Not long ago the Antiseptic Remedy have givensthem
free and fair trial.
of corporations are, and
Nearly all :tr. from the nortii And
.1fm1, Subscribes $1,4boo.
tor.
were branded acroes the brow of Mr who
Co., South Bend, Ind., in view of the
Se confident are the Antiseptic
are the boodlers of the cambli7zat,1
Frankfort. Ky., Sept. I3.—At this !lager's nomination, and whieh repre.\V
I
"In conclusloh permit me to assure fact that they were receiving so many r Remedy Co. in the virtue
of their
paign funds.
a alt a ji.\\
la \ I .11,10 inorning's session of the Methodist sented more outrage upon the ballot
11;1\
the good _people of Kentucky that if inquiries from druggists and sufferers formula that they place a guaranty
"But let me eat' to you, governor.
st
e-uilz
eatlet
elected, I will do my best to give from kidney trouble regarding this in every box, and if, after a-fair trial,
efe the ,opfereuse jinni, was subscribed for than did the notorious and infamoue
In a spirit of cendor and _perfect
.
- he eromotiorrof work at the colored Music Hall Redwine convention, at
run ss III 10: 101) lipw to ioorO',:t
them a faithful and honest adminis- great diuretic remedy, decided to the patient decides that the Pillets
friendship, that you ought not, under
age. If
if tbee Am. ;1, 3
tration, and I will see that the elee- change their policy of distribution and have not benefited him, the Antiseptic
era—the church at which he received his firs4 nomination
; •
I ,'%c.sthool maintained
the circumstances, to permit any of
kugusta. Ga. Of the amount $5'.10 for county judge.
will cuhisisI of thi.
n .\\',
mosynary institutions in the state offer their remedies direct to the pub- Remedy Co. agrees to refund in full
your friends to induce eou to dee
%flinmun nilil Ries. ribiee. Min Ira
,-as Reece by Miss Belle Bennett. of
do not _bring disgrace upon us by lic through the druggists. In pursu• all the money paid for them.
The general feeling of unrest and the words
'pardon brokers,' because
If you have backache, cold hands
sey will Ill, !eft fro lain toe cut ii - Rich:pond, who addressed the con- distrust In the present state adminpc rmitting the helpless inmates to be
ce of this policy we have beer, apor feet, if you have dizzy spells or
retire on illiteracy in Kentucky.
nee&
killed,
nor
will
courts
defiled
be
and
compointed their sole agents in this
istration is felt here strongly as elseany of the many oilier symptoms of
the work of the grand jaries put at munity, and will be pleased to give
irbere, and the Republicans are daily
kidney trouble, please call at our store
No. Alorao. iirmed eli airs ate Lot
Star gazing doesn't pay unless you bringing into their range titizens who
taught by pardoning criminal!: be- any one suffering from kidney or blad- and we will gladly
give you a free
elnrsc I a- toe ae. re -r ear, .
re an astronomer.
fore conviction, nor will the state der trouble a two days trial treatment two days' trial treatment.
never before deviated from the ways
WO Zed
:reesury be plundered to pay the tree.
sere you will be benefited.
of Democracy,
yoting and Inexperienced attorneys
Gilbert's ,Drug Store,
Is a People's Fight.
Fourth mad Broadway.
Is to love children, and no
to collect debts that are as certain of
home
The public pulse is easily tested in
can be completely happy
•
payment as the rising and setting of
with- ,the issues that are at stake this fall a
the sun, nor will I take the big head
out them, yet the ordeal
through land the universal sentiment prevails 1 ID
They soothe, heal
so that When citizens of the state
which the expectant mother lthat the coming election is not a par.
and restore.
have business with the executive they
must pass usually is so full of
suffering, ty proposition, but 4.a people's fight
A Great Nerve Balm
will be ushered into his presence by
anger and fear that she looks
M litllIftmarted
ti
It Cures Headache., Neuralgia and AU
forward for their honor and nrunhood.
a Fe-called military satrap."
to the critical hour with
The cry of "Turn the rascals out!"
Kindred Ailments by Removing
apprehension
the Cause.
is being taken up with vigor, and the
and. dread. Mother's Friend, by its
Hayfield Humane Society.
When the nerves become swollen and
pene- very
hills and mountains echaawith
trating and soothing preperties,
New Phone 444. Cor. Third and Ohio.
irr.:sted they naturally pain and ache; these
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ther's kindness in getting me an inthe knowing ones--those male!,
ita
It
la:•ia.
Paducah. Ky., Sept. 1, 1907.
vitatien and your mother's kindness in
We take pleasure In announchemorrhages of the
stops
Whittle,
who have used Electric Bitterw, who
You are hereby notified that all allowing me to be one of your party."
ing that we now have Denatured
builds them up. Guaranno there without this fear, well know- hinds and
"Ole then it isn't an elopement, but
persona owning or having In their
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
50c and ;1.00.
druggists.
all
at
teed
safe
infrom
malarious
ing they are
but wealthy
possession, or under their control as a navel. Has the wicked
be used for burning purposes
free.
bottle
Trial
fluence with Electric Bitters on hand.
died?"
agents, guardian or committee, exe- relative
only, as nearly every one now
"Yes." said Dorothy solemnly, her
Cures blood poison, too, biliousness,
arts
the
In
use
knows, but for
cutor, administrator, curator, trustee,
Killed 12.3 Garter Snakes.
menu the door.
weakness and all stomach,'liver and
and mechanica it is the most
receiver, commissioner on otherwise, "Oh, I am AO sorry for what I have
Contractor Robert ManWhen
troubles.
all
by
Guaranteed
kidney
economical and satisfactory file
realty, tangible or intangible per- Just said!"
were harvesting on
ville's men
50c.
druggists.
known.
"You always speak without thinksonal propenty, on the 15th day of
Green's farm in Muncy Creek townSeptember, are required on or be- ing." chided her mother.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, It
ship. thpy came upon a number of
Compromise.
"Yes, don't I?. But, you see, I
fore the 1st day of October to give
also burns without any of Its
and rotted pieces of trees.
sawed-off
no
Dorothy
had
gotnebow that
Old Fashioned Father (sternly)—
he assessor a true and complete list thought
offensive odor. Next time try
kicked the grumps aside, and a
They
relatives, but if she had one who was
up
"('an your prospective wife make
it in your chafing dish or alcoof same, with true cash salue thereon wealthy and who allowed her to slave
snake darted out, then another, seva good hatch of bread?"
hol beater; it will be a revelaas of the 15th day of September, at sewing. then I any he was wicked.
eral dozen more—and then some.
(llplotnaticalty)-Truthful Son
tion to you. Be sure to phone
under oath, upon forma to be fur- tie:leer alive, so there n'
Mek were imtnediately stationed at
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
"Well, she can handle(Le dough all
nished on application by said as- -"When work IS paid for it is hot
MAP% and instructed to kill all the
sewith
Sabina
Paducah druggist hatidleti it.
right."--L Baltimore American.
sessor at his office, and that all user- slavery," commented
%
they could. This they did.
reptiles
both Phones 756.
chants of the eity doing business for 'verity anti justice.
and wpen the excitement was over
The sewing inri looked up at 110rt
AN ot NCI: OF PREVENTION
themselves or others, shall In a like
A My grandfather, in Virginia. owned
There are there were just 125 dead garter
is worth a ,potind of cure.
15c 34 pt. and .looftle; 5c rebate
Manner anat in addition therero, state SITIV(54 before the war, and I have
many port: sufferers. Consumptives who
utpl snakes, actual sworn count.- Niamey
-getting
of
for
well—who
hopeless
bottle.
tire
the highest amount In value of goods, often thought that any curiae which
they had token care of theme134i-iIedeph4u- Reword,—
15c 1 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
Wares and merchandise, owned and way- have bee,,. attaeles1 to slavery
would now he well. A cough is the-4-14`no,
Consumption.
of
Halliard's
Fonndation
for bottle.
kept on hand for sale by said mer- has lit least partly been expiated by
iThreluoutot Syrup wilt enre that rough.
The Touch That Heals
larent Falls, Montrtna. writes:
Nine summers old. The governMrs.
chants, during the three months next mu', as foreahadowed in the Bible,
2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
354.!
"I have timod Ballard's Horehound Syrup Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
the sins of the fathat
says
it
where
preceding such 15th day of Septemfor years -my children
for
family
bottle.
sty
stamp shows a guaranteed age,
in
ment
thers shall affect the third or fourth
Sold by J. Salve. It's the happiest combination
never /weer with (toughs.
ber.
Ff. oshischlaeger. Lang Bros. and C. O. of Arnica flowers and healing balsams
generations. I was thinking of that
hence proper maturity..
Prompt attention to this will save, when I spoke of the shackles falling
It
ever compounded. No matter how
property owners additional coat.
Miss
from my "elate for sometimes,
l• A pesalmiat araya there la lint onetoal the sore or nicer is, that Salve
llTEWART DICK, Assessor.
Kempts you bate made me doubt
Prompt Spew, on Telephoto Onion,
thing More awkWard than a man,will cure a, For Wile, aegiffa: Cuts.
Office, Room 0, Cite Hall, el:ether wage* and slavnry are as InSeventh and Prov1wsy.
Imagine.
to
appear.
' i ' to dance and that is a worn- wound's or piles. It has no equal.
you
as
cteematible
Approved:
NITTRYIter, who WIIS a.• elerriban,
-aital'ailiriatbi.all cleugg'ts. 2e.
all learning 20 swim.
D. 0A. Yelser, Mayor.
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All These for
a $1.00 Bill

McPHERSON'S

i

Watch the
Label

Ilf

Whil••

)11'

11.'0,

I

1

R. L. McMurtrie

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

tosa

4111
•

Mattresses

KILL

COUCH

Dr. King's
New- Discovery

FUR CoucHS

!GUARANTEED

CITY TRANSFER CO

FLOWERS

Olauber's Stable.

CHAFING DISH

TELEPHONF 499

GOOD WHISKY
IS A NECESSITY

It. is nee4ded for the sick as a
tonic and stimulant.

Early Times
And
Jack Beam

S.11. WINSTEAD

.

a

rAme temver

PADUCATT EVEN LNG

1N
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The Fashionable Hat Styles for Approaching Fall and Winter, 1907

is presented an interesting
H HERE
study of some of the Styles which

Chase Hat is looked for every
THEseason
by College Men all over the

herald the approach of Fall, and wc are
ready to show other shapes becoming to
every physique, in qualities the fiaest the
world has ever seen.
A five-dollar bill cannot buy the best
derby made—it takes six dollars to get the
best hat—the De Luxe, which contains
the finest fur beaver ever employed. In
full accord with this quality arc the trimmings and leathers.
We find that men who want 0- e best
have appreciated the pronounced U periority of these hats.
The style tendency of best-dressed men
in always anticipated in the De Luxe
bloc ks.

country. It is designed to satisfy the
ideas of young men in particular and incidentally made in proportions suitable
for men who feel young.
The Chase Hat sells for $4.
We direct in particular your attention
to our $2 qualities, for we have paid the
utmost limit Of cost and reduced our reasonable profits to offer you at this price
the best harvalue we have ever known.

A separate department is devoted to boys' ard children's stylish hat wear.
Mail orders will receive careful attention; mention siz!, your height and weight.

Distributor( for
J. B. Stetron
Tfricnsend, Grace
& Co.
Montague
M. S. Cornell & Co.
Spear & Co.

PANEL CARVERS
BUSY LAST NIGHT

!quarts of whiakey, a l
ogat;, and
if ten
..... eo
t h.mr Auntgltzit.t

Sole Agents.forDunlap'r
Young's
Crofut-Km,pp
Hauies'
Freeman's

4nd a 11,,,
plug WI.
gr
) fr.t:
rd

by

mail)
miu
.1:PI .1'
fog distributed over the cit:: advertising candidates. J. B. Pollock. who
was elected secretary. }succeeded by
hard work In pulling the meeting hi
AT I \ I lilts I t I E NIEFTING OF
•uk_k_att.".44444K404 toe 44,..._,T4.1-1.4411-1' tillOUNINa FOR
tHaftSE
MODERN WISH/MEN.
next place of meeting.
sHOW ToD,11'.
The interstate meeting of the order
se.
was a SIICtelig, considering that it is
Delegates Er
Egypt Oen ('It) Made the first one ever held.
Runtett Revehed Seseral
Whining Fight for I'ouvention
F:tstrie% for the Different
HOLDS 1.111 RIOSPONSIKLE
_—lancets I.:I.-tied.
F:aents,
FOR HIS BANKRUPTCY.

GOES TO CAIRO

WIRES STRUNG

Tweit:h and Jones streets. On openihg-h-Ts store thla morning he noticed
on the pavement under the front
Several Attempts Made to Ea- main door. shavings. An investigation showed that panel carvers had
ter Stores.
succeeded only in cutting through the
top of the panel, and were doubtless
frightened away by the appearance
email sn,,,u.st of Si
and Whiskey, of pedestrians.
stolen Ii oil) saloon ..t
.1. L. Woods. a farmer, reported
Evansville. Ind.. Sept. 13.—Fellx
IOUTOit).
WWI
la -t night that he lost his horse and
J. Seiffert. manager of Cook's park.
President. M. Stewart, Caito.
Else triciana are at work today
aagon front iwenty-eighth and Tenthe largest park in this city, today atninging wires
Secretary. .1. B. Pollock, Cairo.
in Wallace park to
nessee atjeetr.- Th IR
morning
he
filed a petition in bankruptcy, and S. light the grounds
Treasurer, Judge Turner, Wickfor
the Horse
found his outfit one-half mile west
J. Adler, of the A--me Hotel, was Show, and next week
NO
.1; 410 KT HELD TIMAI"
workmen will
on Hte Mayfield road. The horse had liffe.
named receiver. His liabilities are begin putting the grounds
In condi111.1.41 releazied and strayed away.
At the business session of Widen' over $12,•000. and among hie
assets lion. The boxes
be arranged
Earl Smith. s boy, reports the Wo..dtuen of America yesterday
at- is claimed $41t cash. Seiffert's fall- fringing the grand stand aa they were
alitl the thtrteent loss of his bicycle from We Was 4 ternoon
at Wallace park an election ure. it is. claimed, is the result- of last year; and there -will be about
the
month. proved an unuky day ingtOn school build-Mg.
.
of officers resulted as above. Great putting the "lid" on here on Sun- saute number. The
auction sale of
William Albritton. colored, _was- atterest was taken
for others:.
for some, ,and lucky
In the election. days.
boxes will be held at The Palmer *next
Three businesss firms teported :at- arrested this - morning charged
Tuesday night, and it is expected that
tempts. one sueceesfui. to ga:11 t•ti- having been one of the several v.
all will be sold at the sale
trance to stores. No pohe court was engaged in a free for all fight dra
Many More Entries.
street car at Eighth and
Trimble
Secretary Burnett teceived a numNot arrest was made last night. streets during July.
ber of entries for the horse show
and no caws continued over from
At the
events again today, and every day
yeaterday and coneequently there CoLOREP VOTERS ORGANIZE
adds to the great list of entries. Last
was "nothing doing" lit police TIM
our:
CLUB IN NORTH END.
year in the roadster event the third
PIO' morning. PO:ie.. reported a
1t the colored Cumberland Presbynight there were 27 entries and this
quiet night and day. The on:y rt • terian Aturch last night a colored Reyear several events promise to rival
ports at police headquarters out of publican club of nearly 200 member'
It'
the ordinary beingsrhe operations of was organized. Nimrod -Dooly
waa
'-'panel carvers" Three
lepcnteorte invitation...
et Os. xi preed&nTJ1dwiTdIa
—
_
ported this morning.
The imitations for sponsors will be
vice pgesident, and Henry Hines., sec' The L. F. Hugg drug store, at retary. Several talks were
i ready for mailing tomorrow and Pamade N'
24 It, sack Palmer House
twelfth and Monroe streets, was mu:it enthusiasm
--Breakfast Bacon per lb ..14;.
.j ducah people who have friends whom
pre_vailede T f
Flonr
Tit'
—aimed last night between 11 and 12 club Was
Ihey would desire to have appoint10,
Picnic Hams per lb
named . in honor of Hon
24 lb sack Omega Flour so,.
O'clock. This motoring on rising the James P.
ed
are requested
to notify
Mr.
Smith. the Republican can
Breonia. ... .49, 30; 26, 20c
4 lb light Brown Sugar 27.e
proprietor who residts near by. t'aind
W. Keller at once. and the apJohn
didate for mayor.
Mops
20e
25,
30,
35,
Ms
2
new
fancy
lac
Rice
that the front door had been attackpointntents will be made and invitaA rousing meeting of all the color
111 It's Chicken Fee4
2 bats Sapolin
15e
ed. and part of ona wooden panel
25c
tions sent out at once.
ed voters will be held tonight at tin
3 Pkgs. 5c Soda
cot out.
Indications point towards
30..! bottle
..25c
ktract
colored Odd Fellows' hall. cornet
toe
• -sacks Salt
the theory of interraptlon by pedes- seventh
3
House
Ms
Palmer
and Adams streets.
lb pall pure Lard .. „65,
Wang, which frightened away the
Blend Coffee...
95c
1 qt. can pure
burglars.
Maple
3 Ms 20c o
50c
rw- Mar..tiel TO .vfke
Syrup
The next report came from Rue
50c
-11 Ms 25c Coffee
65c
Ry., Sept. l?..—.Col
1 pt. bottle pure Olive 011.30c
Click. a italolui and grocery proprie.
mg ire' Coffee
40c
Mott Ayres. the sta4e fire marshal.
KTITTIPTTIMAI1111411.
doing
tor
business at Twelfth and
wit conduct an inquiry into the ('our
Flournoy-,etreetm, at the forks of tha
The river was on a stand today.
her-Journal fire today. A subpoena
Cairo • road
and
Rowlandtown ,
the gauge registering 7.1. The river
nes
been
issued
for
Clarence
Lots
branch roads. Panel worker, were
I. expected to fall for several weeks
successful In this instance. removing the bov who is thought to have
yet, but will be slight..
ceased
the
fire.
Broad
2.06
way
one panel of edooren the Cafro rose
_
.
The Reaper"..Catn,e in toffy from
JIYA
Phone
1179
side, and unlocking the diver
New Phone 1176
with
Memphis with a tow of empties and
ttaial„glisrk Miseed $2 in Wallies, two
The Mtentiap-444meseellle. lam&
leaves tomorrow with sixteen Oeiies
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Specials for Saturday

Great Pacific

1

RIVER NEWS

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

COFFEE CO.

-—
oal for Hie West hci•ei,•it, t'oatUps
company.
Oflich,ul Forecast K.
The Dick Fowler got away at 8
The Ohio at Evansvile and Mt.
o'clock this morning for Cairo with Vernon, not
much change during the
a good freight and passenger trip.
next 36 to 48 hours, thgo rise. At
----The- Eagan came In today -with a Paducah,
will remaiu about stationtow of coal from Caseyville for the ary or rise slowly
during the next 38
Wept Kentucky Coal company.
to 48 hours. At Cairo, will continue
The Chattanooga is due out of the falling slowly
during the next 48
Tennessee tonight and departs on the hours.
return trip tomorrow afternoon.
The Tertermee. no re;lort received
The Blue Spot, for the CAstehee. but will probably rise slightly' at
land, was delayed until today in
Florence during the nest 48 hours.
ting away.
The Mississippi, from below
The steamer Nellie, the Bloomer Louis to Cairo. will eantiruo
Girls' boat. came In today from Nash during the next 48 houre
rifle and leaves for up the river toIMO HOUSE.
night.
Investnant bargain Ntechaniesintrg
The Gate City naa entered the
near Yeleer-avenue and Mill street.
trade from Dycusburg to Paducah.
Pays
er cent
per
ti tiea
4v
0tt.
. atahhe
.
C
Capt. Silas Moss in command.
She- lr y ou
$34y4) to
this
t '
made her first trip yesterday and
had place for it.
•
a very fair Inisinees
? Whittemore Real Estate -Agency,
The Cowling and Royal had condi
faraternity .13Ide Phones S25.
ot

Great Southern Tea & Coffee Co.
Both Phones 805.

113 South Second St.

Mariet and Grocery Economies
Sugar 9 lbs

50c

Flour, finest Pat. sack

•70c

Flour second Pat. sk.

60c

Meal, 10 th plc

15c*

Crisp Crackers 7 pkgs

25e

-Salt, 3 bags

I of.

Potatoes, peck .
(,OFFEES

Santos, fresh, th

I 5c

Morning cup, lb

25c

San &mei cup, lb

22c

Cream Cheese, lb

Tee

Cream
Brick Cheese
_
Lemons, dozen

IOC

Peanut-Candy. lb

.20c

Arcade Special, lb.

20c
25e

Jackson's Purchase, lb
Arabta11--Mocha, lb

Assorted Cakes, lb

15e

Ceylon Tea. box

7 bars Export' Soap

26c

Rock Candy, lb-

•

13inger Snaps 3 Ms

6 rolls Toilet Paper

20e

2:a•

A N1) TEAS.

date Special, th

LiptotOTea,
Royal Seala /
1
4th
-'

25e

